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Hundreds of thousands of items of military equipment and repair

parts, valued in excess of $13 billion are stocked by the military serv
ices and the Defense Supply Agency as war reserves. The items selected
as war reserves are determined by eich military service subject to se-
lection criteria provided by a Department of Defense directive. This
study examines the selectio. criteria and methods for computing war
reserve requirements. -The study identifies a number of problem areas
resulting from the application of current criterion and computational
methods. The most significant problem area in determining the appro-
priate range and depth of war reserve requirements is the lack of mean-
ingful measurements of item essentiality, contingency or mission essen-
tiality, and component force essentiality. Additional problem areas
are identified including: 1) scope o'f selection policy and criteria;
2) period of time for which war reserves are required to support a con-
tingent combat operation; 3) item interchangeable and substitutable
consideration; 4) funding const:aints; and 5) cost/effectiveness
trade-off consideration.

The study results in two principal recommendations. The first
provides a short-range solution to the problems described "n the re-
port, and recommends fourteen supplementary policics to be incorporated

into the current Department of Defense Directive which prescribes war
reserve selection criteria. The second principal recommendation offers
a more long-range solution, and proposes methods and techniques for
the development of quantitative measairements of item, contingency, and
component torce essent..ality. The second principal recommendation
will provJde a basis for appropriately allocating funds among and
within the militqry services *or war reserve materiel.
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SUMMARY

Hundreds of thousands of items of military equipment and

repair parts with an estimated value in excess of $13 billion

are stocked by the military services and the Defense Supply

Agency as war reserves. War reserves are intended to provide

a source of equipment and parts necessary to sustain a combat

engagement until resupply can be accomplished. The potential

engagements for which war reserves are provided include scores

of specific minor contingencies or operational projccts and

three major contingencies described and approved by military

department headquarters, the Joint Chiefs of Staff or the Office

of the Secretary of Defense.

The items selected as war reserves are determined by each

military service subject to selection criteria provided by

DoD Directive 3005.5. 1 The current selection criteria do not

effectively screen out war reserve items which are relatively

insignificant, provide a consistency among the types of items

which are selected, or provide a cost/effective basis for alloca-

ting available funds for war reserves.

The purpose of this task is "to develop more definitive

criteria to apply in identifying war reserve stock and to

develop recommended DoD policies which prescribe requirements

for using such criteria. The criteria developed should be

1 DoD Directive 3005.5, "Criteria for Selection of Mobilization

Reserve Items," November 8. 1965.

1
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sufficiently definitive to: a) provide a basis for identifying

war reserve items and stock uniformly among the military depart-

ments; and b) allow for an effective and balanced allocation of

war reserve funds among the military departments and various

commodities within Lhe military departments."

In accomplishing this task, LMI first examined the current

policies, methods, and selection criteria applied by the military

service in determining which items to stock as war reser\eF.

Next, a number of major problem areas resuting from the applica-

tion of current policies, methods and selection criteria were

identified and analyzed. Finally, a number of alternative methods

and criteria were examined and several recommendations developed

to provide both short and long range improvements to the process

of determining war reserve requirements.

The most significant problem area in determinincl the appro-

priate range and depth of war reserve requirements is the lack

of meaningful measurements of item essentiality. Current selection

Criteria provided in DoD Directive 3005.5 specify that items

selected as wa-c reserves be essential for the operational effec-

tiveness of combat and combat support forces, essential weapons

and equipment, and the logistics support system. The military

services apply the current selection criteria in determining which

items to stock as war reserves, but no distinction is made among

the items selected * '.th regard to the relative essentiality of

the items. The items selected as war reserves range from highly

significant combat and survival equipment, such as weapons,

weapon components, gas masks and survival kits, to less signifi-

t. cant equipment such as sunglasses, insect repellants, binoculars'4
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and wrist watches. No measurements of item essentiality are

available and thus no basis currently exists for effectively

allocating funds for war reserves among the items considered

essentia 1.

Item ,.ssentiality cannot be effectively considered by a

direct coml'arison of one item to another. Item essentiality is

dependent upon the essentiality of the component force which

requires the item and upon the essentiality of the mission the

component force is expected to perform. The essentiality of

various component forces and the essentiality of various missions

or contingencies can only be determined by the judgments of

experienced military personnel. If such judgments can be quanti-

fied in a meaningful way, a sound basis will exist by which the

logistician can provide to the military forces a cost/effective

balance of war reserve materiel.

This report develops several methods for establishing

measurements of item essentiality, contingency or mission essen-

tiality, and component force essentiality. Application of the

methods requires some effort by the military services and hence,

represents a long range solution to the problem. The benefits

achievable are sign3.fi.rant. The development and application

of meaningful measurements of item, contingency and force

essentiality will not only allow for a balanced allocation of

war reserve funds, but will also provide a basis for more

meaningful measurements of combat readiness. It is recommended

that the methods described in this report be further developed,

tested and evaluated. Some computer programs which would

facilitate the tests of the proposed -ethods already exist.
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In examining the current war reserve selecLion criteria and

methods a number of additional problem areas were identified

which can be resolved by short range solutions. The major

problem areas include the following:

1. Sc(e of Sel.ection Policv and Criteria

There is an inconsistency among and within the military

services in defining items as war reserves. There is no uniform

distinction made between prepositioned war reserves and general

mobilization reserves. Current selection criteria are not always

applied to prepositioned war reserves. There is no uniform

method for computing either propositioned war reserve requirements

or general mobilization reserve requirements.

2. Application of D-P Day Concept

The principal reason for providing war reserves is to

support a combat operation for a period of time (D-P Day) until

wartime resupply can be accomplished. There is an inconsistency

in applying the D-P Day concept within and among the military

services. The methods for determining the D-P time are non-

uniform and in many cases imprecise.

3. Interchangeable and Substitutable Considerations

War reserve requirements are often computed separately

for items that are interchangeable or substitutable. This leads

to inflated requirements when wartime consumption rates based on

an entire group of interchangeable items are applied to each

specific item in the group when computing war reserve requirements.
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4. Fundiiqg Constraints

A major problem, aftcr war reserve items have been

selected-and requirements computed, is that the funds necessary
to proc4ure all of the required war reserve stock are not available.

No uniform mcthod currently ex'sts for allocating available funds

for war reserves within or among the military services. Achiev-

ing an eo ective balance of war reserve funds requires uniformity

in defining war reserves, computing war reserve requirements,

and measuring i.tem essentiality. Uniform definitions of war

reserves and uniform methods of computing rcquirements can be

established at the present time. Uniform measurements of item

essentiality, as stated earlier, requires a long range solution.

5. Cost/Effectiveness Trade-Off Considerations

There are a number of areas whcre cost/effcctivencss

trade-offs should be considered in determining the range and

depth of war reserve requirements. The most significant of these

is the evaluation of different D-P times for a given item, at

different item procurement costs. In most cases the D-P time

can be decreased by paying a higher unit cost for the quantity

of items procured during the D-P period. If a given item is

currently being supplied to the military for peacetime consumption

when D-Day occurs, it is likely that wartime consumption rates

could be satisfied in a period of time less than the peacetime

procurement time by utilizing peacetime production sources on an

overtime or extra shift basis. This may result in a higher unit

cost for the initial wartime quantities required, but require a

considerably less investment in war reserve stock. An analysis

of this type of trade-off suggests that potential savings could



be very substantial. The report prcsents a simple method for

making the trade-off analysis. The cost and time data must be

obtained from current production sources. The process of obtain-

ing such data will, in itself, greatly improve wartime production

planning.

Another area where cost/effectiveness trade-offs should

be considered is in determining the requiremcets for end items

versus the requirements for repair p•arts. Current practices are

to compute requirements for all essential repair parts for a

given essential end item. In many cases this is unnecessary

because some of the repair parts are required only for depot

level repair and the depot repair cycle may be longer than the

D-P time for that specific repair part. In such cases it may

be better to provide more end items.

With the exception of those problem areas dealing with

the need for measurements of item, .ontingency, and component

force essentiality, improvements can be achieved quickly in the

above problem areas by establishing a number of supplemernary

policies to the current war reserve selection criteria directive

(DoD Directive 3005.5). The study concludes that the war

reserve selection criteria presently conLained in DoD Directive

3005.5 cannot be significantly improved by more definitive

criteria of a qualitative nature. The study further concludes

that the moiot significant improvements in the selection of war

reserve matk,.iel can be achieved by establishing uniform policies

and methods fur computing war reserve requirements.



Fourteen supplcmintary policies are recommended as a

short range solution to the problem areas described in the

report. Twelve of the supplementairy policies are aimed at ]pro-

viding a uniform definition of war reserve materiel and estab-

lishincg uniform mcthods for computing rcquirements. Two of

the supplcm1nt1ary policie.3 are aiz;ed at providing an effective

method of allocating available funds for war reserves and

encouraging the military serviccs to consider item, contingency

and component force esscnt-iality in determining fund allocations.

A long range recommendation is made to initiate in-

depth study, with the cooperation of the military services, to

further develop, test anJ evaluate the methods described in

the report for establishing quantitative measurements of item

essentiality, contingency essentiality and component force

essentiality.



I. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

Each of the military services and the Defense Supply Agency

stock certain items of ec.ipment and equipment components as war

reserves. War reserve stocks are intended to 7.ovide a reserve

of equipment and equipment components necessary to sustain a

combat operation until resupply can be accomplished. War reserve

stocks are not intended to be used for peacetime operations,

although such use is allowec 'rnder certain conditions.

Criteria for the se.ection of war reserve items are currently

provided by DoD Directive 3005.5, dated November 8, 1965. The

criteria are basically of two types. The first are affirmative

type criteria which, when applied, result in the selection of

items as war reserves. The second are negative type criteria

which, when applied, result in excluding items as war reserves.

Although the negative type criteria are more definitive than

the affirmative type, both types are general in nature and, hence,

subject to wide interpretation and judgment. The results of

applying the current criteria are: 1) many items are selected

as war reserves which may not be required; 2) an inconsistency

exists among the types of items that are selected by different

military commands and services; and 3) the criteria do not

provide a basis for allocating available funds for war reserve

stock within or among the military services.

8
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B. OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this task, as stated in LMI Task 72-4, is

"....to develop more definitive criteria to apply

in identifying war reserve stock, and to develop

recommended DoD policies which prescribe require-

ments for using such criteria. The criteria de-

veloped should be sufficiently definitive to-;."

a) provide a basis for identifyin°a,'a reserve

items and stock.uniformly among the military

departments; and b) allow for an effective and

balanced allocation of war reserve funds among the

military departments and various commodities with-

in the military departments."I

Three principal objectives were specified in the task order.

The first objective was to identify current methods used by the

military departments in determining which items to stock as war

reserve3. At the suggestion of OASD(I&L) personnel responsible

for war reserve policies, LMI concentrated the study efforts

on-the methods applied by the Army and Navy. Unlike the Army

and Navy, the Air Force concepts regarding contingent combat

engagements have not resulted in establishing significant war

reserve requirements. This is caused primarily by past Air

Force concepts that anticipated combat contingencies to be of

short duration.

1*ILMI Task 72-4, "Identification of War Reserve Stock,"

23 July 1971. A copy of the Task is included in this
report as Appendix 1.



*• " A second objective was to identify major prcblem areas

resulting from the application of curt'nt policies and methods

for selecti.ng war reserve. -*Lems and to recommend short and

long range solutibns.

The third objective was to develop and analyze alterna-

tive methods and criteria for identifying war reserve require-

ments and to recommend the most appropriate methods and criteria

to apply. In accomplishing this objective, LMI found that

effective criteria for selecting an item for war reserve stockage

were not entirely independent of the quantity of the item re-

quired for war reserve. Thus, alternative methods considered

included methods for computing quantity requirements.
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II. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

Chapter II of the report is organized in three major sections

corresponding to the three principal objectives of the study.

Section A, Present Situation, describes the types and approximate

quantities of war reserves currently stocked, and the methods,

procedures, and criteria currently applied by the military services

in determining war reserve requirements. Section B, Major Problem

Areas, identifies and proposes solutions to specific problems

which are associated with the application of current methods,

procedures, and sp'.ection criteria. Section C, Alternative Solu-

tions, examines the principal problem of improving the selection

of war reserve materiel. It is concluder in Section C that a

better disciplined and uniform method of computing war reserve

requirements is a more fruitful approach than the development of

more definitive selection criteria of a qualitative nature. It

is further concluded that measurements of item essentiality,

contingency essentiality, and component force essentiality are

necessary to establish war reserve requirement- in a cost/effective

manner. Several approaches leading to the development of such

measurements are described in Section C.

A. PRESENT SITUATION

1. War Reserves Defined

LMI found different interpretations to exist among the

military services with regard to what materiel should be con-

sidered as war reserves. The Office of the Secretary of Defense

and the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) are currently

in the process of clarifying the definition of war reserves.
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JCS Publication Number 1, which is currently under

revision, provides a definition of "War Reserve Materiel Require-

ment." The JCS definition being considered is long and awkward,

but it does provide a basic rationale for establishing the need

for war reserves. Actually, the JCS definition embodies most of

the significant elements necessary to determine the required

quantities of war reserve stock. The revised definition under

consideration is as follows:

"War Reserve Materiel Requirement - The quantity of

an item, in addition to the M-Day force materiel re-

quirement required to be in the military supply

system on M-Day in order to support planned mobili-

zation, to expand the materiel pipeline, and to

sustain in training, combat and combat support opera-

tions, as applicable, the approved U.S. force struc-

ture (active and reserve) and those Allied forces

designated for U.S. materiel support, through the

period described for war materiel planning purposes.

It is the quantity by which the war materiel re-

quirement exceeds the sum of the M-Day force materiel

requirement plus the quantity of the item which can

be acquired (procured or returned and overhauled),

by orders placed on or before M-Day, during the

period for which wartime requirements have been

computed, with this quantity being adjusted as

necessary after considering the essentiality of the
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item to the overall mission, modernization, storage

characteristics, and costs of storage and mainte-

nance ." 1

The Army defines war reserves more succinctly as

".... stocks of materiel acquired in peacetime to meet increased

military requirements consequent to an outbreak of war. These

reserves are intended to provide support to sustain operations
until resupply can be accomplished."'2

Regardless of the definition applied, there are several

conditions which are intrinsic to the concept of war reserves and

to the requirements for materiel to qualify as a war reserve item.

First, a potential combat mission or operation must be defined.

The combat missions are described in JCS contingency plans or

in operational projects designated by the military departments.

iThe "M-Day" referred to in the JCS definition is generally
interpreted to be the day that a requirement to mobilize
forces is evident or the day that a decision to mobilize
forces is made. The term "D-Day" is frequently used in
connection with war reserve definitions, policies and pro-
cedures. D-Day is generally interpreted to mean the day
that hostilities or initial combat operations begin. For
the purpose of this study, there is little reason to draw
a distinction between M-Day and D-Day. Therefore, the term
D-Day will be used in this report to indicate the beginning
of hostilities or the day the decision to mobilize is mdde,
whichever comes first in a given situation.

2 Army Regulation 11-8, "Principles, Objectives and Policies
of the Army Logistic System," August 1970, paragraph 3-20.
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Second, the war reserve materiel must be essential to the success

of the combat mission or the logistics support for the combat

mission. Third, the materiel must either be required to equip

initially a combat or combat support force, or it must be the

type of equipment that is consumed, destroyed or damaged during

the combat mission. If the latter condition prevails, the

materiel will have a wartime consumption which requires resupply

of the materiel in order to sustain the combat operation.

Finally, wartime consumption rates must be specified as well

as the time required to sustain the combat operation until re-

supply can be accomplished. That time is generally referred

to as the D-P time; D being the time at which the combat opera-

tion begins, .and P being the time at which the procurement and

delivery of materiel meets the demands of wartime consumption.

In defining war reserves, one additional issue requires
some discussion. Is there a difference between the equipment

provided for the peacetime force structure and equipment pro-

vided for war reserves? This question is particularly bothersome

when addressing principal end items such as aircraft, ships,

and tanks. Such items are seldom thought of as war reserves.

Yet, it might be argued that the entire pericetime force structure

is, in fact, a war reserve since the equipment is primarily in-

tended for combat-should the occasion arise. The JCS defini-
tion draws a distinction betweei the wartime force and the

peacetime force. The peacetime force is the approved force

structure acquired and maintained in an operationally ready

condition during peacetime. Although the primary purpose of

the peacetime force is to be ready for combat, it aLso serves
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other'purposes such as test and evaluation of equipment and

tactics, and training of personnel. The wartime force is a

planned enlargement of the peacetime force after hostilitILs

begin. The difference between the wartime materiel require-

ments and the peacetime materiel requirements, until resupply

of materiel to meet wartime requirements is accomplished,

represents the war reserv'i requirements.

Two points should be made clear at the beginning

of this report. First, the approved force structure for

peacetime operations and the materiel required to support

the approved peacetime force structure are not considered to

be war reserves. Second, war reserves are provided to sustain

a contingent combat operation only until resupply can be

accomplished, and as such, are consumed when a contingency

occurs for which they are provided.

There are two principal types of war reserves -

prepositioned and general mobilization. These are discussed

below.

a. Prepositioned War Reserves - JCS Publication

Number 1 defines the prepositioned war reserve requirement

as ".... that portion of the war reserve materiel requirement

which approved plans dictate be positioned prior to hostilities

at or near the point of planned use oi issie to the user, to

insure timely support of a specific project or designated force

during the initial phase of war, pending arrival of replenish-

ment shipments."
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b. General Mobilization War Reserves - General

mobilization war reserves are the materiel required to ini-

tially equip a major wartime force structure and to sustain

the major combat operations until resupply is accomplished,

less the prepositioned war reserve stock. In other words,

the general mobilization war reserve requirement is that poction

of the war reserve materiel requirement not provided for by

prepositioned wax reserves. The reason for subtracting pre-

positioned war reserves is that the specific contingencies

or operational projects for which prepositioned war reserves

are stocked are considered to be included in major combat con-

tingencies where an all-out mobilization of forces is required.

There are three major contingencies for which general

mobilization war reserve -equixements are calculated. The three

major contingencies are derived from two basic: threats of war

and include the possibility that both may occur at the same

time. One threat is related to Europe and the other to the

Far East. The scenarios for the three major contingencies are

prepared jointly by OASD (Systems Analysis) and JCS. In addition,

OSD provides the services with annual logistics guidance which

aids in the calculation of war reserve requirements.

The OSD guidance to the services regarding war reserves

is generally in the form of the f7ecretary of Defense Five-Year

Fiscal Plan. This fiscal guidance is normally in the form of a

memorandum. The guidance begins with certain requirements and

assumptions made by the National Security Council. Next, JCS

and OSD jointly prepare the Logistics Guidance Memorandum for
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service comment. The services review the memorandum and return

their comments to the Secretary of Defense, who then considers

the scrvice comments and publishes the Fiscal Guidance Memo-

randum. (OASD (Systems Analysis), OASD (Comptro]l1er), and

OASD (I&L) are all involved in reviewing the service comments

and de,'2loping the Fiscca Gluidance Package.

2. War Reserve Requirements and Assets

Some indication as to the quantities and value of

war reserve requirements and assets will be helpful in under-

standing the magnitude of the problems associated with the

selection of war reserve materiel. Unfortunately, the total

'5 value of war reserves in the Department of Defense is not

readily available, and the figure cannot be easily extrapolated.

There are several reasons why the value of war reserve assets

is not easily quantified across the DoD. First, there is an

inconsistency among the military services in identifying assets

which are considered war reserves. For instance, some using

units retain supply assets which are considered prepositioned

war reserves, while other using units retain assets for wartime

consumption but do not identify them as war reserves. Another

reason is that summary reports for the DoD Supply System In-

ventories do not identify war reserve assets as such. The

bulk of war reserve assets are included in a category called

"Approved Force Acquisition" in the Department of Defense

Comptroller's Report on "Real and Personal Property of the

-5
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1
Department of Defense."' However, based on the data provided

in the Comptroller's report and, assuming that 30% of the value

of the supply system inventory are war reserve assets, the
• , 2
following approximation can be made.

0• Value of all weapons and other military

equipment in use . . . . . . $105.8 Billion

0 Value of supply system inventory
(including svoc]k f'.;rd) $ 46.5 Billion

S--Value of war reserves in supply
system inventory . . . . . $ 13.9 Billion

0 Value of stock fund invcntori-'y . . . $ 9.4 Billion

-- Value of war reserves ir stock
fund inventories . . . . . $ 2.8 Billion

The $46.5 billion of supply systcm inventories indica-

ted above does not include supply items which have 'bcen issued

"l"Real and Personal Property of the Department of Defeýnse" is a
report prepared by the OASD (Comptroller) and submitted annually
to the President and the Congress. This is the only document LMI
could identify which summarizes the Supply System Inventories for
the Department of Defense. LMI reviewcd the report issued as of
30 June 1971, in order to obtain some indication of the value of
war reserve assets in relation to the total Supply System In-
ventories. The values reflected in the report for long-life and
major equipment, such as ships and aircraft, represent acquisition
cost. The value of items other than major equipment in supply
system inventories is generally based upon standard prices repre-
senting replacement or estimated purchase price.

review of the current value of stratified stocks in the Army

Stock Fund indicates that the value of war reserve assets con-
stitute 30% of the total value. While similar data for the
total Supply System Inventory of the DoD cou..d nct be found, it
seems reasonable to assume that the ratio would be approximately
the same.
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to consuming military units such as divisions, air-wings, and

ships. Supply items held by such using units, beyond that

required for peacetime consumption, represent an additional

amount of wax reserves.

The above approximwated value of the war reserve assets

does not represent the required value as currently calculated,

but rather the value of the assets which are applied against

current requirements. The requircments are considerably greater

than the actual materiel on hand, particularly for stock fund

items. For example, Figure 1 shows the relationship of war

reserve materiel assets and requirements to the total value of

the Army Stock Fund Inventory. It should be noted that while

the value of war reserve materiel is almost 78% of the peacetime

operating stock value, the war reserve assets represent less

than 47% of the currently calculated requirement. This would

suggest that either the war reserve requirements are highly

overestimated, or that the supply system inventories are not

sufficient to meet the major wartime emergency. In either

event, a uniform method of calculating war reserve requirements

needs to be adopted which will provide decision makers with a

greater degree of confidence in the results of the calculation

and provide a basis for effective allocation of funds when total

requirements cannot be filled.

War reserve requirements are calculated for numerous

line items of supply by each of the military services and DSA.

Figure 2 indicates the approximate number of line items for

which war reserve calculations are made by each DoD component.
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Figure 1

APPROXIMATE VALUE OF WAR RESERVE STOCK
FOR ARMY STOCK FUND

(In $ Millions)
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Retention &
Excess Stock

($900)

$1,600 -$1,500

Peacetime
Operating

Stock
($900) War

iL $700 Reserve

War Reserve
Materiel Requirement
($700")

Figure 2

'NUMBER OF LINE ITEMS FOR WHICH
WAR RESERVE CALCULATIONS ARE MADE

336,000

250,000
245,000

30,000

Army *Navy Air Force DSA

*Included 57,000 Marine Corps Items
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3. War Reserve Selection Policies

Each of the military services and DSA follow DoD

policies in selecting items that are stocked as war reserves.

The DoD policies are in the form of selection criteria which
1

are contained in DoD Directive 300'.5. As mentioned earlier,

there are two types of criteria - affirmative and negative.

The affirmative type specifies the selection of items to stock

as war reserves if, under combat conditions, an item meets any

of the following specific criteria:

1. Items which would be required for the survival

of personnel.

2. Items essential for the operational effectiveness

of combat, combat support, and combat service

support forces.

3. Items essential for the operational effectiveness

of the logistics system in support of combat

forces.

4. Items, the lack of which would render inoperative

or seriously impair the operational effectiveness

of an essential equipment or weapon system.

5. Items essential for the support of Civil Affairs

and Prisoners of War.

IDoD Directive 3005.5, "Criteria for Selection of Mobilization

Reserve Items," November 8, 1965.
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6. Items required in support of a sudden call-up

of reserve forces which are essential for

initially equipping, housing and training

those reserve forces approved by Secretary

of Defense logistics guidance.

All of the preceding criteria are general in nature and

subject to the judgments of the military services and theater

commanders. No distinction is drawn between prepositioned war

reserves and general mobilization war reserves, with the possible

exception of criterion 6, which is aimed at a general mobiliza-

tion requirement. Several significant elements which dictate

the need for war reserves are omitted. The current criteria

do not specify that the selection of an item as a war reserve

must be in response to a specific approved contingency plan,

either major or minor, with the possi.ble exception of criterion

6. The current criteria do not emphasize the essentiality of

an item during the initial combat period until wartime resupply

is accomplished. In other words, the essentiality of an item

during the D-P time period is not specified as a selection

criterion. The current criteria do not emphasize the essen-

tiality of an item based on its contribution to sustaining a

specific combdt mission or maintaining a specific combat force.

,'he current criteria do not specifically require consideration

to be given to the maintenance plan, under combat conditions,

or to the time required to enlarge the peacetime force to a

wartime force necessary to meet a given ccntingency. All of

these omissions impede the selection of war reserve items and

the calculation of war reserve requirements in a consistent

manner among and within the military services.
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All of the affirmative c.Literia explicitly or implicitly

address the essentiality of an item as the principal criterion

for item selection for war reserve stockage. Yet, no degrees of

item essentiality are suggested within or among the criter:'a

provided. Thus, all items selected by current criteria tend

to be treated as though they have equal essentiality.

Criterion number 1 specifies that items will be

selected for war reserve stockage if they are required for

the survival of personnel. Application of this criterion

results in the selection of a wide range of items from gas

masks, decontamination agents and survival kits to sunglasses

and insccc repellants. There would appear to be a considerable

difference in the essentiality of gas masks and survival kits,

on the one hand, and sunglasses and insect repellants on the

other hand.

Criteria 2, 3, and 4 specify the selection of items

for war reserve stockage which are"essential for operational

effectiveness" of combat forces, the lr.gistics system in support

of combat forces, and essential equipment or weapons. Items

selected by these criteria range from major weapons and their

components to binoculars and wrist watches. Again, there

would appear to be a wide range in the degree of item essenti-

ality associated with such items.

Criterion 6 allows items to be selected as war reserves

if they are essential for initially equipping, housing and train-

ing reserve forces suddenly called-up to meet a major contingency.
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Here, item essentiality has a different orientation from that

implied by the first four criteria. In the fir-t four criteria,

item essentiality is oriented toward a combat mission where the

forces are already equipped with certain basic materiel. In

criterion 6, item essentiality is oriented toward the initial

issue of materiel, and includes such things as weapons, survival

equipment and clothing on the one hand, and dusting mops, wiping

rags, laundry soap and toilet soap on the other hand. There is

certainly a difference in item essentiality among these items,

and between items selected in response to criterion 6 and

criteria 1-4. Moreover, there is an apparent difference in

item essentiality with regard to time. Items held as war

reserves for a combat force which might become engaged in actual

combat on a moment's notice are more essential than items held

for a potential combat force which must be activated, conditioned,

trained and deployed before actual combat engagement.

The negative type criteria provided by DoD Directive

3005.5 prohibit the selection of items to be stocked as war

reserves based on the following criteria%

1. Items solely for comfort, convenience or morale.

2. Items not currently stocked which are planned for

procurement after the assumed M-Day.

3. Items which are or will become non-standard within

the approved planning period, except when the end

item supported can be used as an acceptable substi-

tute for a standard item which will not be available.
Swihwl aalbe
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4. Items which can be readily fabricated in the field

with the tools and bulk materiel normally available.

5. Subsistence items except for operational rations.

6. Items normally available from commercial sources

in sufficient quantities to meet war reserve

military demands. Exceptions will be permitted

when military considerations indicate that com-

mercial type items must be prepositioned prior

to the assumed MI-Day, e.g., to support a sudden

call-up of reserve forces.

7. Items which have a short shelf life. Certain

short shelf life items can be selected when

overriding military effectiveness considerations

prevail.

The negative type criteria are quite definitive with

the exception perhaps of criteria 3 and 6. Application of

criterion 3 requires consideration of the current force structure

and its materiel requirements, materiel obsolescence, and some

indication of the relative operational effectiveness of an

obsolescent i5 m compared with a new or standard item. Intrinsic

to these considerations are all of the aspects of item essenti-

ality as related to the affirmative type criteria. Item essenti-

ality considerations are also associated with criterion 6. In

addition, application of criterion 6 requires some assessment

of the availability of commercial materiel, particularly during

a period of general mobilization.
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In addition to the selection criteria prescribed in

DoD Directive 3005.5, OSD provides the military services with

annual Secretary of Defense logistics guidance for the calcula-

tion of war reserve requirements. Current logistics guidance

provides the military services with three scenarios for major

war contingencies. Based on the three scenarios each military

service must specify: 1) the application of the proposed force
structure to each scenario including pre-M-Day force deployment
and post M-Day deployment schedules; and 2) the derivation of

the M-Day inventory objectives which, when combined with pro-
duction acceleration capability, will provide complete materiel
support to the proposed U.S. and designated allied forces.

Each military service is requested to submit for OSD

review certain data in support of secondary end item war reserve
1

requirements. The requested data are as follows:

1. Planned period of combat support (e.g., six months

or D-Day to P-Day).

2. Type of consumption (e.g., training, sustained

combat, intense combat) and description of the

basis for derivation of consumption rates.

iAn end item is a weapon or piece of equipment that performs
a military function by itself, such as an aircraft, ship, rifle,
radio, canteen or binoculars. End items which are highly
complex, very costly or perform major military functions are
designated as principal end items. All other end items are
designated as secondary end items.
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3. Planned levels of supply in different segments

of the distribution system (e.g., number of days

of stocks at organizational level, number of

days in transit, number of days at intermediate

stock points, number of days in wholesale depots).

4. Training/support base force factors (e.g., assumed

new accession rate, assumed terms of service and

tour length.

5. Peculiarities of engagement, such as climate,

terrain, and tactics, which impact item selection

(e.g., what part of the force is provided arctic

gear?)

6. Maintenance philosophy during D-Day to P-Day period.

7. Rationale for prepositioned stock requirements by

theater.

8. Asset application.

9. Method of estimating initial issue shortages.

The required data above may be submitted in narrative

() form to describe how each data item was considered in determin-

ing secondary item war reserve requirements.

4. War Reserve Selection Procedures

a. Army

The Army's war reserve selection process begins

with the development of the Mobilization Reserve Stockage List

(MORSL). The MORSL is a consolidated list of principal and
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secondary end items authorized for war reserve stockage for

worldwide use. The items are selected by the Commanding General,

U.S. Continental Army Command (USCONARC) and by overseas Theater

Commanders, subject to approval by Headquarters, Department of

the Army. The items are selected in accordance with policies

and criteria provided by AR 11-8, part of which implements

DoD Directive 3005.5. The selection criteria for war reserves

provided in AR 11-8 are identical to the criteria provided by

DoD Directive 3005.5.

The MORSL is revised and published annually. The

latest issue contains 3,314 line items identified by commodity

manager, type of funding and the command for which stockage of
2the item is authorized. Table 1 provides a summary of the

number of line items identified in the MORSL by commodity manager

and type of funding; Table 2 provides a summary of the number

of line items by commodity manager and by the command for which

stockage is authorized.

The second step in the Army's war reserve selection

process is to identify essential components and repair parts

required to support the principal and secondary end items listed

in the MORSL. The assignment of item essentiality codes for

repair parts is the responsibility of the Army activity responsi-

ble for furnishing initial materiel support for the system or

1 AR 11-8, "Principles, Objectives and Policies of the Army

Logistics System," August 1970.

A line item includes all. Federal stock numbered items possessing

the same functional capability.
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!• end item for which the repair parts are required. Current policy

Sregarding essentiality coding is provided by AR 700-18, 1which

S~describes the essentiality of a repair part as the degree to
w• which the lack of the part would affect the ability of the

• system or end item to perform its assigned mission. AR 700-18

specifies three essentiality codes described as follows:

Cod___e Definition

H A support item or a repair pert whose lack
renders the supported item or end item in-
operable.

S A support item or repair part not qualified
for classification as Code "H" but which is
needed to--

(1) Satisfy legal, climatic or other re-
quirement pecu~liar to the planned operational
environment of the supported item.

(2) Minimize or eliminate a safety hazard
to the operator or crew of the supported item.

(3)' Preclude the creation of a hazardous
condition within the vicinity of operations of
the supported item.

(4) Prevent the impairment of or-the tem-
porary reduction in effectiveness of operation
of the supported item because of a lack of

S~servicing type items such as oil and air filter
elements or filters.

L A support item or repair part not qualified
for placement in Essentiality Code "H" or
Ilsll •

1 AR 700-18, "Repair Parts, Special Tools and Test Equipment

Allocation and Allowances."
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AR 700-18 specifies that the assignment of essenti-

ality code "H" or "S" indicates that the support item so coded

is qualified for stockage in war reserves under the criteria

prescribed in DoD Directive 3005.5 (affirmative criterion

number 4, as indicated in this report on page 21).

The next step is to establish prepositioned war

reserve requirements (PWRR). Prepositioned war reserve require-

ments are established for overseas theaters and for continental

U.S. (CONUS). PWRR for overseas theaters fall into one of two

categories: 1) those stocks required to sustain combat opera-

tions for a major conflict from D-Day until normal resupply can

be provided; and 2) those stocks required to meet Department

of the Army (DA) approved operational projects in support of

specific contingency plans. Requirements calculated for the

first category are based on a designated level of supply author-

ized by Secretary of Defense logistics guidance and are generally

expressed in terms of number of days of supply. Requirements

for the second category are determined for each DA approved

operational project and are reviewed annually to determine

continued essentiality of both the projects and the individual

items. A list of all DA approved operational projects is

published semiannually.

?repositioned war reserve requirements for CONUS

depots are also calculated against certain Army designated

purpose codes. These purpose codes include contingency support

stocks which are back-up stocks for theater commands, approved

operational projects, and activation of reserve units.
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The next step is to calculate the total war reserve

materiel requirements for each of the major war contingencies

described by the design scenarios provided by Secretary of

Defense Annual Logistics Guidance. These calculations are

made by the responsible commodity class manager for each Federal

Stock Numbered end item which falls into any line item category

indicated in the MORSL. Calculations are also made for each

component or repair part that has been identified as essential.

At this point, the commodity class manager determines

the estimated quantity of peacetime materiel on hand at the

time of the assumed D-Day. In addition, some commodity class

managers determine the quantity of materiel that can be in-

troduced into the pipeline during the D-P Day time period by

acquisition of new materiel and by repair of damaged or failed

materiel.

The General Mobilization Reserve Requirements are

then determined by subtracting from the total war reserve materiel

requirements, the sum of the prepositioned war reserve materiel,

the peacetime materiel, the new materiel acquired during D-P Day,

and the damaged materiel recovered during D-P Day.

After the aeneral mobilization reserve requirement
for a given item is determined, one final step remains before

the selection process is complete. This final step is a

screening out of war reserve items based on calculated require-

ments of low quantity, low value or both. For i• .'tance, the Army
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Aviat'ion Systems Command excludes an item from general mobiliza-

tion reserve if the computed requirement is less than 1 or if the

value of the computed requirement is less than $20.00, The Army

Mobility Equipment Command (MECOM), on the other hand, estab-

lishes a prepositioned war reserve requirement to the nearest

whole number if the computed quantity is greater than ½ regard-

less of the value. If the value of the general mobilization

reserve requirement for a given item is less than $5,000, MECOM

establishes requirements only for prepositioned war reserves,

but provides a 6-month peacetime safety level of stock for the

item.

b. Navy

The Navy's war reserve selection process is generally

similar to the Army's process, but there are some significant

differences. The principal Navy document which identifies

specific war reserve items is the Fleet Iss o Requirements List

(FIRL) . However, unlike the Army's MORSL, e FIRL includes

items other than those which qualify as war reserves under the

criteria listed in DoD Directive 3005.5.

The Navy war reserve selection process actually

begins with the development of Shipboard Allowance Lists. Ship-

board Allowance Lists describe and establish allowed quantities

of materiel authorized a Navy ship for self-support. The materiel

specified in shipboard allowances represents the first echelon

of support. Among the criteria applied in developing shipboard

allowance lists are: 1) the item must have predicted usage of

at least one unit in 90 days aboard a ship; 2) the number of
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units required during a 90-day period will be predicated on combat

consumption rates. Application of the second criterion results

in stocking prepositioned war reserves aboard a ship to the

ext .it t the combat consumption rates exceed peacetime con-

st ption ra es. However, the Navy does not recognize such

materiel st 2ked aboard ship as prepositioned war reserves.

After the shipboard allowance list is established

at the first echelon of support, the Mobile Logistics Support

Force (MLSF) Load Lists are developed as the second echelon of

* support. The MLSF includes the total materiel requirements

for supply support of deployed forces and of forces to be deployed

to meet operational projects. These materiel requirements are

determined through the development of the Fleet Issue Require-

ments List (FIRL) and the Tender/Repair Ship Load Lists (TLL).

The range and depth of the materiel identified in the FIRL and

the TLL and authorized afloat/ashore supplements thereto are

considered prepositioned war reserves for the MLSF. Fleet

Issue Load Lists (FILL) are developed to reflect that portion

of the total FIRL that is to be loaded in an individual ship.

That portion of the FIRL that is not covered by specific FILLs

is prepositioned ashore at overseas or CONUS bases.

Like the Army, the Navy determines prepositioned

war reserve requirements and general mobilization reserve 2.e-

quirements. In establishing prepositioned war reserve require-

ments, the Navy recognizes two principal categories of war

reserves: a) those which support special projects specifically

approved by the Chief of Naval. Operations; and b) those which

generally support Navy operations.

Sf
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There are no specific criteria applied to the

selection of items for prepositioned war reserve stockage. The

items selected are generated from a list of functional components

including associated list of materiel indicated by the respon-

sible command for the component such as NAVORD, NAVSHIPS, etc.

These functional components are identified in NAVSUP Publication

28, "Advanced Base Functional Components." The individual line

item requirements are established by the responsible Inventory

Control Point (ICP). The Fleet Material Support Office (FMSO)

determines all tender and repair shipboard loads except for the

fleet ballistic missile ships. Prepositioned war reserve require-

ments are calculated every six months for approximately 43 specific

projects approved by the Chief of Naval Operations.

There are several problems associated with the selec-

tion of prepositioned war reserve items and the computation of the

requirements. The range and depth of prepositioned war reserves

are contin'ually changing due to the changes that constantly occur

in shipboard load lists; the activation of new ships, and the

deactivation or retirement of existing ships. Another problem

has to do with the location of prepositioned war reserves for a

specific operational project which is stocked ashore. If the

home base of a ship for which the stock is held is moved from

one port co another, the stock is also moved. This results in a

continual relocation of stock from one base to another. There

seems to be little justification for continually shipping such

stock from one location to another since it could be air lifted
1

in a matter of days should -n emergency situation occur.

Still another problem is that locally procured items are not

1 The location of war reserve materiel and the mode of transporta-
tion used during wartime are two areas which are outside the
scope of this study and which might well be given further study.
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excluded from the selection of prepositioned war reserve items.

Thus, requirements computations are often made for such items

by the ICP only to be deleted later by the specific base where

the items are stocked.

Policies and criteria for the selection of general

mobilization reserve items are provided by OPNAV Instruction

4080.2B1 and NAVSUP Instruction 4440.471.2 Implementing pro-

cedures are specified in "Supply System Design Specifications

(SSDS) for Uniform Inventory Control Program (UICP), Applica-

tion B, Operation 20." The selection criteria specified in

these documents are basically the same criteria specified in

DoD Directive 3005.5. Several additional criteria of the ex-

clusion type are specified in the SSDS/UICP procedures. These
are:

* Locally controlled items unless specifically
required by the inventory manager concerned.

* Items for which only a peacetime program
requirement has been established.

o Items supporting only ships transferred to the
Maritime Administration.

o Items which have a production leadtime of less
than six months and for which the gross system
demand or the numerical stockage objective is
less than $10.00.

IOPNAV Inst. 4080.2B, "Policies and Criteria Governing the

Selection and Pirocurement of Items for Mobilization Reserve
Stock."

2 NAVSUP Inst. 4440.471, "Requirement Determination and Strati-

fication of Assets," 8 July 1970.

M OM. # # | I I - I I qI ] " Il . .. . . . .
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The Navy implementing procedures expound on two

of the DoD selection criteria. Commercial items normally

available are defined to include all items with a production

leadtime less than three months and items with a production

leadtime less th-n six months if the item is produced solely

to an industrial association or Federal specification rather

than a proprietary or military specification. The short shelf

life criterion is further defined to be less than twelve months.

It should be noted again that the selection criteria

apply only to determining the range and depth of general mobiliza-

tion reserve and not to propositioned war reserves. In selecting

items for general mobilization reserves, the Navy process begins

with the lists of essential items designated on approved and

up-to-date allowance lists (shipboard and FIRL), initial out-

fitting lists, &nd load lists (TLL and FILL). Repair parts and

supporting materiel are included if necessary to keep essential

equipment and weapons operable. These items are then subjected

to the selection criteria and excluded accordingly. Wartime

requirements are then computed for all remaining items. Estimated

prepositioned war reserve assets are subtracted from the wartime

materiel requirements to get the general mobilization reserve

requirement.

In computing general mobilization reserve require-

ments, consideration is not given to the number of ships in the

reserve fleet or the time required to activate a ship if a major

war occurs.

A .L
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In addition to applying the selection criteria,

some of the Navy inventory managers exclude entire Federal

Supply Classes from war reserve consideration. For instance,

the Fleet Material Support Office (FMSO) excludes some 87

Federal Supply Classes from war reserve computations. This

appears to be a very expedient method for reducing the number

of war reserve computations which have to be made. It would

further appear that many other Federal Supply Classes could

be added to the FMSO list and applied to all military services

without jeopardizing the ability to support a major war. The

list of Federal Supply Classes c-iiniinated by FMSO during General

Mobilization Reserve computations is included in this report as

Appendix 2. FMSO manages approximately 900,000 Federal Stock

Numbered (FSN) items, or about 75% of the total stock funded

items in the Navy. There are approximately 140,000 FSNs

managed by FMSO which have propositioned war reserve require-

ments and about 90,000 FSNs which have General Mobilization

Reserve requirements.

c. Defense Supply Agency

The Defense Supply Agency establishes war reserve

requirements for all military users of the items managed by

DSA. However, each military service selects the range of items

requiring war reserve stock which it has determined to be

essential. DSA computes the quantity of items required as

war reserves taking into consideration the wartime demands of

all users. DSA applies a $5,000 minimum value requirement 'or
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general mobilizationreserve. In other words, if the value of

the general mobilization reserve requirement for a given item

is less than $5,000, the item is excluded from war reserve

stockage. According to the Army, this minimum value was

applied for the first time in the 1971 computations which

resulted in reducing the number of Army Stock Fund items re-

quiring war reserves and managed by DSA from approximately

64,000 items to aDproximately 6,400 items.

B. MAJOR PROBTjEM AREAS

The overall DoD objective of stocking war reserve materiel

is to provide a readily accessible and effectively balanced

source of essential materiel which, together with peacetime

materiel stocks, will sustain potential combat engagements

until wartime resupply can be accomplished. There are a number

of problem areas associated with the application of present

policies and criteria foz the selection of war reserve materiel

which impede full achievement of the overall DoD objective.

The present policies and criteria do not necessarily create

the problems, but rather allow the problems to exist. Present

policies and criteria need to be modified or supplemented to

provide the type of guidance necessary to achiave effective

solutions in the major problem areas discussed in the following

paragraphs of this section of the report.

1. Measurements of Item Essentiality

Perhaps the most difficult problem associated with
the provisioning of war reserves is to determine which items

are really essential to the success of a given mission. Every
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military professional is acutely aware of the adage "for the

want of a nail the battle was lost," but the perplexing problem

is to determine which items represent the nail. In the case of

repair parts or components, item essentiality is generally estab-

lished by asking the question "would failure or lack of the

component or repair part result in failure of the end item to

perform its intended function?" Sometimes this question is not

easily answered, particularly when failure of a given component

may not actually render the end item inoperative but, rather, will

degrade its performance. In most cases, item essentiality with

regard to a component or repair part can be determined by

engineering analysis. In cases where component failure results

in degradation of performance, however, item essentiality is

dependent on such things as the environment in which the end

item is used, the nature of the mission, the extent of the

performance degradation, and the required functional interface

between the end item in question and other end items involved

in the mission. In short, item essentiality must be determined

by applying the judgments of experienced field commanders.

The judgments of experienced field commanders are

utilized now in developing operational plans to meet various

contingencies, in allocating certain forces to the operational

plans, in developing Tables of Organization and Equipment (TOE)

and allowance lists for various combat forces in the service,

and in developing requirements for future weapons systems.

"'he problem is, how can the best judgments of our best tacticians

and field commanders be better recognized and utilized by the

logistician? Some consistent method for quantifying these

judgments is needed to provide a basis for item essentiality

.4
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measurements. Without a common yardstick for measuring item

essentiality optimal cost/effective logistics support is im-

possible, and achievement of a balanced allocation of funds

for war reserve materiel within and among the military services

is, at best, left to chance.

Present policies and criteria for the selection of war

reserve materiel do not require the use of common measurements

of item essentiality mainly because there are none. Such

measurements need to be developed and tested. Several approaches

to the problem are discussed in Section C of this report. Develop-

ment and test of the proposed methods for establishing item

essentiality measurements, however, will take some time and

effort on the part of the military services. Present policies

should be modified now to encourage the military services to

expend the required effort.

2. Measurements of Contingency Essentiality

Item essentiality varies with the mission which

the items are intended to support. In other words, the same

item may have a greater essentiality when used to meet one

contingency than it does when used to meet another contingency.

Therefore, common measurements of item essentiality must be

coupled with common measurements of contingency essentiality.

To put it another way, meaningful measurements of item essenti-

ality must be based on specific or general military operations

which require the use of a variety of equipment to ac'complish

the mission. This means that some common yardstick for

quantifying contingency or mission essentiality is required.
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Measurements of contingency essentiality should include at least

two principal elements: 1) relative importance of the con-

tingency and, 2) probability oi occurrence. Each of these

elements might, in turn, be based on a number of sub-elements.

For instance, relative importance might include military,

political and economic ramifications. Military ramifications

might, in turn, include such things as loss of a strategic

operating base, cut-off of required supply routes, or loss of a

supply depot or ammunition dump.

Each of the military services develops contingency

plans and operational plans based on the best intelligence

and experience available; and each service assigns priorities

to the plans. The objective here is to capture the results

of military judgments in a common quantifiable way so that

optimal logistics support can be provided to meet military

needs. A method for achieving this objective is developed

in Section C of this report.

3. Measurements of Component Force Essentiality

Item essentiality not only varies with the mission
for which the items are intended, but also with the component

force structure that utilizes the item in pursuit of the mission.

For instance, an infantry company may be authorized a certain

number of personnel canteens - one for each man in the company;

an aerial support company may also be authorized a certain number
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of personnel canteens - maybe 10 or 12 .or the entire company

for emergency use. Because of the nature of the component force

structure and its intended mission, the canteen would undoubtedly

be more essential to the infantry company than to the aerial

support company.

When the military planners develop a contingency plan,

a number of different type component forces may be designated

to meet the contingency. They may all have equal essentiality

to the success of the mission, or some may be more essential

than others. Those that have high essentiality are given top

priority for supply support. Judgments regarding component

force essentiality are made now by the military services, and

like contingencies, common measurements of essentiality need

to be applied by logistics support planners. In summary, to

determine the relative significance of war reserve items it

is necessary to develop and apply common measurements of item

essentiality, contingency or mission essentiality, and component

force essentiality. This can be achieved by quantifying the

best judgments of experienced military personnel. A method

for quantifying such judgments is discussed in Section C of

the report.

4. Scope of Selection Policy and Criteria

The war reserve selection process consists of two

principal operations. First is the identification of candidate

items for war reserve stockage. This is accomplished by apply-

ing the qualitative selection criteria provided by DoD Directive

3005.5, or by determining the type of materiel required to meet

a given contingency plan or operational project. The second

____ ________.-
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operation is to determine war reserve quantity requirements

for the candidate items selected in the first operation. If

the quantity requirements are not sufficiently large for a given

item, the item may be dropped from the war reserve list. Since

the selection of an item for war reserve stockage is dependent

on both qualitative criteria and quantity requirements and

since some of the qualitative criteria are, themselves, dependent

on quantity requirements, war reserve selection policy should

include both selection criteria and computational requirements.

Present policy only includes qualitative selection criteria.

There are significant interfaces between the computa-

tion of requirements for prepositioned war reserves and for

general mobilization reserves. Prepositioned war reserves are

normally computed for specific operational projects or contingency

plans, although some general mobilization reserves may also be

prepositioned. The prepositioned location may be such as to

provide support for only one specific component force; whereas

another location may be chosen which will allow the same materiel

to support several different forces and several different con-

tingencies. General mobilization reserves are determined by

subtracting the prepositioned war reserves from the total war

reserve materiel requirement. Unless the items are zelected

by the same set of criteria, there is no basis for the compu-

tational interfaces, and there is no opportunity to make cost/

effectiveness trade-offs.

A major problem is that the present policy and criteria

contained in DoD Directive 3005.5 are not always applied to

prepositioned war reserves. There should be consistency

*I
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between prepositioned war reserve selection and general mobiliza-

tion reserve selection. Item essentiality considerations should

apply equally to both categories.

Present policies should be supplemented to specifically

require that war reserve selection criteria contained in DoD

Directive 3005.5 be applied to both prepositioned war reserves

and general mobilization reserves. In addition, present policies

should prescribe a simple but fundamental method for computing

both prepositioned war reserve requirements and general mobiliza-

tion reserve requirements. Such a method is recommended in

Chapter III, Conclusions and Recommendations, and simple mathe-

matical formulae are proposed in Appendix 4.

5. Application of D-Day to P-Day Concert

The principal reason for providing war reserves is to

support a coafbat operation for a period of time until wartime

resupply can be accomplished. TIhis period of time is normally

xeferred to as the D-P time. The concept is applicable to

the computation of requirements for both major and minor con-

"tingencies. In the case of minor contingencies, the D-P time

might be the resupply time for a given component force from

the next higher supply echelon. In the case of major con-

tingencies, the D-P time might include the time to gear up

production facilities to meet wartime consumption. In either

case, war reserve policy should specify the application of the

D-P time in determining war reserve requirements, and should

provide some guidance in estimating the D-P time.
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Current methods for estimating D-P time among and with-

in the military services are imprecise and non-uniform. In

some cases D-P time is assumed to be a constant 90-days, 120-

days or 6 months for all items considered by the inventory

manager. In other cases D-P time is estimated for each item

by using the latest production lead time for that item and

adding one month administrative lead time.

6. Interchanaeable and Substitutable Items

Discussions with various inventory managers indicate

that war reserve requirements are often computed for a number

of items that are interchangeable or substitutable. This can

.ead to inflated requirements depending on how wartime con-

sumption rates are applied. In order to avoid inflated re-

quirements, computational requirements, particularly for

general mobilization reserves, should be made for groups of

items that are interchangeable or substitutable. War reserve

selection policy should require consideration of interchange-

ability and substitutability characteristics of candidate war

reserve items. Selection criteria should require, where possible,

identification of one or two preferred items in each group of

interchangeable or substitutable items. The preferred item!

should then be designated as those for which war reserve re-

quir -nts• will be established.

7. Fil'rding Constraints

A major problem, after war reserve items have been

selected and requirements computed, is that the funds necessary

4•
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to procure all of the required war reserve stock are not available.

Funding constraints can occur with regard to prepositioned war

reserves or to general mobilization reserves, although they

are more likely to occur with regard to the latter. It was

noted earlier in the report that the Army Stock Fund currently

suffers an $800 million deficit in war reserve stock compared

with the computed requirements of $1500 million (see Figure 1,

page 20). Table 3 shows a comparison of prepositioned war

reserve requirements and prepositioned war reserve stock for

a number of different type Navy retail items carried in the

Navy Stock Account. It should be noted that only about 30%

of the requirements ashore are filled while 100% of the re-

quirements afloat are filled.

Since funding constraints have always occurred in the

past and can be expected to occur in the future, some consistent

method of allocating available funds for both prepositioned

war reserves and general mobilization reserves should be pro-

vided by OSD as guidance to military inventory managers.

8. Cost/Effectiveness Trade-Off Considerations

There are a number of areas where cost/effectiveness

trade-offs should be considered in determining the range and

depth of war reserve requirements. One area to consider is

the stocking of an end item as war reserves versus the stocking

of repair parts for the end item. Current practices are to

compute requirements for all essential repair parts for a given

essential end item. In many cases this is unnecessary because

some of the repair parts are required only for depot level repair

and the depot repair cycle for the end item may be longer than

the D-P time for the repair part. In such cases it may be

better to provide more end items.
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Another trade-off area is the location of war reserve

stocks. The quantitative requirements may vary depending on

the location of the war reserve materiel. This aspect of the

problem was discussed earlier in the report on page 45.

Another area is the economic consideration for the pre-

D-Day unit cost of materiel vs. post-D-Day unit cost. Some

items are stocked as war reserves for purely economic reasons.

An example of such a situation is given by the Army in the case

of raincoats. The Army can procure raincoats during peacetime

for about $15.00 per raincoat by allowing the industry to

utilize its off-season production periods to manufacture Army

raincoats and by providing the industry with pre-treated material.

The Army estimates that general mobilization demands could be

met in a reasonable D-P time period, but that the cost of a

raincoat would probably be in the neighborhood of $40-$45.

The D-P time vs. the unit cost is an area which warrants

consideration for all potential war reserve items which require

a large amount of funds. In most cases the D-P time can be

decreased by paying a higher unit cost for the quantity of items

procured during the D-P period. After P-Day the unit cost

should be the same regardless of the D-P time incurred. One

way to decrease the D-P time is to utilize peacetime production

sources on an overtime basis or by a 2nd or 3rd shift operation

during the initial surge of wartime demands. This may result in

a higher unit cost for the initial wartime quantities required,

but require a considerably less investment in war reserve stock.

The economic analysis can be made by comparing the cost of two



options. Option 1 is to procure and hold a quantity of war

reserve stock (N1 ) based on an estimated wartime consumption

rate (r), a D-P time equal to the current procurement lead

time (tl), and a unit cost equal to the current procurement

cost (U) so that Nl=rtI. The cost (CI) of procuring and

holding N1 units for td years may be approximated as follows:

C1 oNIUI [1+ ktd]

where k = the holding cost expressed as a per cent of
0 cost of the stock held per year, and

td. the number of years N1 units are held before

D-Day under option 1, and the number of years
N2 units are held before D-Day under option 2.

Option 2 is to procure and hold a quantity of war reserve

stock (N ) based on an estimated wartime consumption rate (r),
2

and a D-P time (t 2 ) which is less than the current procurement

lead time, so that N2 = rt However, under option 2, a higher

unit cost (U2 ) will be incurred when D-Day occurs in order to

achieve the lower D-P time (t 2 ) . The quantity of stock required

at the higher unit cost is the difference between N and N
1 2'

The cost (C2 ) associated with the second option may be approxi-

mated as follows:

C2 = N2 U1  1 + kotd ±, (NI-N 2) U2

(l+k )td

where k = discount rate.
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The savings resulting from computing war reserve re-

quirements based on the shorter D-P time (t 2 ) is the difference

between the cost of option 1 and the cost of option 2.

Savings = C1 - C2, or

Savings = r(t 1 -t 2) [(1+k3t) U1 -dU2 1 ]
(1+kl td

Whether a savings results from computing war reserve require-

ments based on the shorter D-P time is dependent principally

upon the ratio of U1 to UT2 and length of time the stock is held

before D-Day (td ). Figure 3 graphically depicts the "Break-Even"

line at various values for the ratio U1 and at various values

for td' assuming k = .2 and kI = .1, w ich are realistic values

for holding cost rate and discount rate respectively.

It is interesting to examine the savings equation

above and speculate on the potential savings achievable. For

instance, if $100 million of war reserve materiel currently

required (less than 1% of total requirement) could be procured

in 1/3 the presently planned D-P time at 150% of the current

cost, and assuming a holding cost of 20% per year and a discount

rate of 10%, then savings would result after about 1½ years;

if D-Day were three years off, savings would be $31.4 million;

if D-Day were 8 years off, savings would be $127 million.

Actually, after 8 years, most materiel would be obsolete and

the savings would be even larger.

I
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FIGURE 3

ILLUSTRATION OF BREAK-EVEN POINT FOR WAR RESERVE

REQUIREMENTS COMPUTED FOR ONE-THIRD SHORTER D-P TIME

(FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF THE PERIOD WAR RESERVES

ARE HELD BEFORE D-DAY)
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(Holding cost = 20% per year; Discount rate = 10% per year)
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C. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

A number of alternative solutions for improvii.g the selec-

tion of war reserve materiel and establishing quantity require-

ments were examined during the study. Insofar as selecting the

items which qualify for war reserve stockage is concerned, there

are two principal alternatives to consider. The first is to

develop more definitive selection criteria of a qualitative

nature than those currently provided by DoD Directive 3005.5.

The second alternative is to accept the present selection

criteria and develop supplementary policies for consistently

computing war reserve requirements.

* More Definitive Qualitative Criteria

Consideration was given to developing war reserve

selection criteria of a qualitative nature but in more definitive

terms. For example, criteria currently stated in DoD Directive

3005.5, such as "Items essential for the operational effective-

ness of combat, combat support and combat service support forces"

might be expanded to include more specific criteria as follows:

a) Items which constitute an offensive striking

force, the loss of which would prevent mission

achievement.

b) Items which are required for essential communica-

tion between command and control headquarters

and tleld combat forces.

c) Items which are required for surveillance of

enemy forces.
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d) Items which are required to provide the combat

force mobility necessary for mission achieve-

ment.

Etc., etc., etc.

It will be noted that while such criteria as stated above

may be more definitive than the more general. statement currently

prescribed in the directive - ".....essential for the operational

effectiveness.....," the more definitive criteria do little to

improve the selection process. There are three reasons why more

definitive qualitative criteria, such as illustrated above, fail

to significantly improve the selection of war reserve items.

First, the list of criteria would tend to be lengthy in

order to cover all item categories that are essential for opera-

tional effectiveness. An extensive number of essential item

categories is not necessarily a disadvantage and, in fact, would

be an advantage if the item categories could be relatively

weighted in significant terms. However, without relative weight

among essential item categories the selection criteria would not

be any more sensitive to item essentiality than is now the case;

hence, more definitive criteria of this nature would only serve
to make the selection process more complicated and would run

the risk of omitting itcm categories which are truly essential

to operational effectiveness.

A second reason for rejecting this approach is that the

selection criteria still do not address the question of how

essential a given type of item is within a specific category.

For instance, items classified into the illustration category
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d), of the preceding page, could include anything from a C-5A

aircraft to a pair of combat boots, or perhaps even a pair

of shoe laces.

Finally, this approach does not take into account the fact

that item essentiality varies with the number of units of a

given item which are available to perform a given mission. In

other words, a given combat force may require 100 2½-ton trucks

to transport men and materiel necessary to achieve a specific

mission. The trucks are essential to the success of the mission,

but if only 100 trucks are required, the 101st truck does not

have the same essentiality as the 100th truck. However, if

less than 50 trucks are available the risk of mission failure

may be so great as to cause the mission to be cancelled.

0 Uniform Computation of Requirements

One way to improve the selection of war reserve

materiel is to better discipline the method for computing

war reserve requirements. If war reserve requirements are

determined by a consistent method within and among the military

services, then there is some basis for allocating an appro-

priate balance of funds, provided some common measurement of

item essentiality is applied in the method for determining

requirements. Thus, the method of measuring different degrees

of item essentiality remains as the key problem. Applying the

present selection criteria contained in DoD Directive 3005.5

represents a first cut at solving the problem. The problem now

is to develop some method of further categorizing or quantifying

the essentiality of the items identified by applying the present
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criteria. Many alternatives were considered. Three methods

are presented for quantifying the essentiality of items within

a specific component force which is required to perform a

specific military mission. These methods are:

1) System network analysis;

2) Minimum/maximum equipment requirements
analysis; and

3) Equal essentiality with balanced equip-
ment allowance.

All of the three methods are considered worthy of trial

and test. Each method is aimed at quantifying item essentiality

to mission success. Each method can be applied to a specific

type of component force with regard to realistic contingencies

or missions required of that force. Thus, by sampling an

appropriate number of forces and their respective potential

missions, a common basis can be established for dealing with

item essentiality. In each case the result of the exercise

is a quantitative measurement of equally essential war reserve

materiel required to maintain a balanced force structure until

resupply can be accomplished. In each case the best judgments
of military planners and commanders are brought to bear on the

determination of war reserve requirements.

The three methods are described in the following three sub-

sections. The fourth subsection, Contingency/Force Analysis,

describes a method of evaluating the relative importance of

various contingencies and component forces and can be applied

to each of the three methods of quantifying item essentiality

to mission success.
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"1. System Network Analysis

This method involves a systems engineering approach to

the problem by modeling a component force in terms of the men

and equipment required to perform its intended mission. Several

models, which would allow this method to be tried without much

difficulty, have already been developed and tested. Two models,

the Network Reliability Assessment Model (NERA'•), and the

Integrated Support Requirements Model (INSURE), both developed

by the General Electric Company, have been successfully applied

in determining logistics requirements for several major military
1

systems. The NERAM and INSURE models are specifically struc-

tured to provide rather straightforward representations of

very complex systems. The key to their successful application

is the careful systems inalysis used for relating the models

to the system.

The Network Reliability Asscssment Model (NERAM) Program

and the INtegrated SUpport REquirements (INSURE) modcl developed

by General El.ectric offer a means by which a system can be modeled

complete with all serial and parallel characteristics. Their

use provides a method by which inventory support items can be

recommended based upon their criticality and contribution to

the system's overall effectiveness.

The NERAM and INSURE models have been used successfully in

determining the system availability and logistics support
requirements for the SAFEGUARD Perimeter Acquisition Radar.
The NERAM model and portions of INSURE form the basis for the
SAFLOGTROM model used by the SAFEGUARD Logistics Command for
determining the requirements for repair parts on SAFEGUARD.
The General Electric Company has provided NERAM systems analysis
for the major subsystems of SAFEGUARD. These models are also
used in support of Navy Sonar programs and are planned for use on
the Site Defense of Minuteman (SDM) Radar Prototype Demonstration.

n - [ i . i " ii i _ _ . • . . .• _ _
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War reserves are selected to support a combat force

that may consist, for example, of rifle companies, heavy artil-

lery units, tank battalions, etc. in the Army; submarines,

carriers, destroyers, in the Navy; and Wings and squadrons in

the Air Force. A collection of such combat elements would

constitute what NE1MAM and INSURE address as a system. The war

reserve inventory is intended to support the personnel and

hardware that comprise the "system."

The combat units possess some level of redundant

effectiveness. Tank battalions, for example, can make up for

deficiencies in rifle companies or ground artillery can com-

pensate for deficiencies in air support, etc. The integration

of the forces into a system model would permit identification

of all war reserves as i'.nventory support items. The inventory

items support the man-machine force elements introduced as the

lowest level of the "system" modeled.

NERAM and INSURE provide the logistician with a tool

capable of expressing system interactions and relationships in

network form. The NERAM model is capable of assessing systems

availability, or capability, whereas INSURE is capable of

optimizing systems availability or capability.

To identify a combat force with these tools a simpli-

fied network might result, as depicted in Figure 4. The

network has a tree-like appearance with a systcm level trunk,

combat force units, personnel or tactical hardware for branches

and the actual war reserve inventory items for leaves. The
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war reserve items are consumed during combat based on attrition,

wear out, or failure rates, and are resupplied based on repair

or replenishment time. Higher level system branches or nodes

identify criticality through redundancy.

The system network employs A, B, C and D type nodes

or branches. These are the network modeling blocks and they

describe the system's interrelationships. The (A, n, m) node

introduces n different parts or elements or men of which m

can "fail" or be missing before the system is considered opera-

tionally ineffective or unable to perform its mission. The

(B, n, m) node introduces n like elements of which m can fail.

The (C, n, k, m) node introduces n like elements arranged

circularly of which m can fail so long as k elements are work-

ing between any pair of consecutive failures, und the (DnI, n , m)

node introduces a dual set of n1 elements of one kind and2

elements of anotl-er where any m of the n1 + n2 population can

fail. Details of the application of these submodels can be

obtained from the Network Reliability Assessment Model Technical

Information Series, R70 EME119, April 1970, General Electric

Company.

The mode.s determine, for each war reserve item, the

number of units required to maintain the system in an operational

condition at some predetermin•d confidence level. The confidence

level is similar to the system availability of a hardware system

(i.e., the per cent of the time the system is availaoie in an

operational co.,dition to perform its function). The system
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availability or confidence level may be established as .90,

.999 or .9999 for any given component force depending on the

criticality of the force to the overall mission.

In determining the quantity of war reserve items re--

quired, the models examine the marginal improvement in system

availability per dollar spent on war reserves. Thus, the

model can optimize the war reserve inventory.

2. Minimum/Maximum Equipment Requirements Analysis

This method is similar to the system network analysis

insofar as examining the interfaces among items of equipment

are concerned. However, instead of determining the number of

items which can "fail" before mission success is threatened,

the minimum number of items required to achieve a specified

probability of mission success, say 75% for instance, is de-

termined. (In determining mninimum requirements, interdependence

among the items must be considered.) The maximum equipment

requiremcnt necessary to assure mission success is assumed to be

the full allowance authorized for a given item. The minimum

requirements are summed for a given item within a given component

force to develop the relative essentialities among the items as

illustrated in Figure 5. At a specified probability of mission

success, say .9 or .95, the relative essentialities of items

can be expressed in terms of number of operational units re-

quired to be available for combat. The quantity of war reserves

required to sustain the combat operation can then be determined.
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Figure 5

ILLUSTRATION OF MIN/MAX EQUIPMENT

REQUI REMENT ANA LYS IS

1.0I

Item Item Item
a b

Probability
of Mission
Success

.75
10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Number of Operating Units Available
for a Given Item

3. Equal Essentiality with Balanced Equipment Allowarco

This method assumes that the best military judgments

have been exercised in developing equipment allowances for

combat and combat support forces and in developing operational

plans to meet a given contingency or a general battle mission.

Based on this assumption, all items classified as essential to

meet a given contingency will contribute equally to the success

of the mission if maintained in the balanced quantities in-

dicated by the allowance lists.
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For example, suppose a given contingency required six

essential items, a,b,c,d,e, and f, with 100, 200, 400, 50, 500

and 300 units, respectively, to be operationally available when

the conflict begins. Each item in the required quantities

indicated contributes equally to the success of the mission;

and all together represent a balanced force. If the force is

balanced by the unit quantities indicated, then a given per cent

loss of the units required for any one item would be equally

as harmful to mission success as the same per cent reduction or

loss of any other item. In other words, a lack of 2 units of

item a would have the same effect on the probability of mission

success as loss of 4 units .L,. ... em b, 8 units for item c, 1

unit for item d, 10 units for item e, and 6 units for item f.

Table 4 illustrates the number and value of war

reserves required to maintain the balanced force for the above

example with, and without, a budget constraint. The numbers

of units required as war reserves are arbitrarily taken for

illustration as 20% of the required force structure. Normally,

war reserve requirements are not in the same ratios as the

number of units required in The force structure because D-P

time, etc., -.•,dld be different.

Howe,,er, if all these factors are considered in deter-

fning the number of units required as war reserves, then the

Srzsultant number o±. units for all items considered essential

represents the quantities required to keep the force structure

in balance. Therefore, if the funds available for war reserves

Si_ t
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are only 90% of the required funds, then a straight 10% cut for

all items would be in order and would maintain a balanced force

structure.

4., Contingency/Force Analysis

Any one of the three methods described above can pro-

vide a basis for determining item essentiality for a given

force structure with respect to a given contingency or combat

mission. War reserve computations can then be made in terms of

the number of units of an essential item required to sustain

the given force structure until resupply can be accomplished.

If insufficient funds are available to provide all of the war

reserve materiel required, each method provides a basis for

allocating the available funds within a given force structure

and with respect to a given contingency or combat mission. The

problem now is to integrate the war reserve requirements for a

number of component forces into higher echelons of supply support

so that an item manager will have some sound basis for determin-

ing the optimum balance among war reserve items. If all component

forces and all contincencies or combat missions are equally

important, then this becomes a simple task. However, if different

component forces and different combat missions have different

degrees of essentiality in contributing to the success of an

overall mission, then some mcans of weighting the essentiality

of the force and its mission must be developed.

Thi.s section of the report describes a method for

developing measurements of contingency essentiality and measure-

ments of component force essentiality. It should be noted at

--l ,
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the outset that the contingency/force analysis has two distinct

applications. One application is for the analysis of specific

minor contingencies or operational projects designated by JCS

or each military service headquarters for which prepositioned

war reserves are normally required. The second application is

for any of the three major contingencies designated by JCS and

OSD for which general mobilization reserves are normally re-

quired. The method is basically the same for either application

except that in the second application the contingencies become

the planned combat mission of the component force with regard

to the overall major contingency.

Three factors are apparent in considering item essenti-

ality with respect to the component force which requires the

item, and the combat mission or contingency required of the

component force. These are: 1) the relative probabilities

that each of the different contingencies considcrcd will occur;

2) the relative significance of the threat imposed by each

contingency; and 3) the relative importance of various component

forces which are deployed to meet the contingencies. The first

two factors -- probability of occurrence and relative importance --

are discussed below under the heading of "Contingencies." The

third factor is discussed subsequently under the heading of

"Component Forces."

a. Continclencies - To assign weights to contingencies

in a meaningful way it is necessary to first identify the various

elements on which the weights depend. There are two principal

elements: probability of occurrence and relative importance.
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A 0 Probability of Occurrence

At first view it appears to be a difficult under-

taking to assign a probability of occurrence to ea-ch con-

tincjncy. However, such probabilities definitely enter in a

certain way in military judgments. Perhaps the best way to

consider such probabilities in a relativc sense is to examine

the contingencies in pairs. Assume, for instance, that a group

of military experts is considering various contingencies that

may possibly occur in the next five year period. The probabil-

ity that two specific contingencies, A and B, are equally

likely to occur, or that A is more likely than B, is not a

difficult assessment to make. In some cases it may be possible

to state that some particular contingency is 2 or 3 times as

likely as an.)ther. It is reasonable to assume that expert

judgments if this type can be obtained for every pair of

contingencies.

Once pair-wise comparisons of contingencies have

been made, the recorded judgments will serve as a basis for the

next step, namely, to assign to each contingency an individual

numerical weight such that for every pair of contingencies the

ratio of their assigned weights reflects the judgment on the

relative likelihood of occurrence.

The method of determining the desired weights is

described in detail in Appendix 3. As for the meaning of the

weights, it should be noted that they merely represent explicitly

the information that is implicitly contained in the judgments,

A
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assuniing their correct interpretation. Thus, inasmuch as the

weights intend to represent probabilities of occurrence, such

representation is meant in a relative sense only. This means

that the ratio of any two weights approximates the ratio of

the associated probabilities. Assigning the weights does in

no way presume or postulate an underlying set of probabilities

in a physical sense.

In summary, the weights do not introduce any new

information; they merely serve as a more usable form for

recording the available information and a more effective form

for using that information. For instance, if 50 contingencies

are being considered, a set of 50 numerical weights forms a

simpler basis for reasoning and computation than the set of

1225 verbal judgments obtained from comparison of pairs.

0 Relative Importance

Weights representing the relative importance of

meeting a given contingency are obtained from pair-wise compar-

isons of contingencies in the same way as the weights represent-

ing relative probability of occurrence. However, to insure

meaningful applicat.ron of these weights, it is necessary that

the judgments on relative importance be completely independent

from probability of occurrence. Otherwise the precise meaning

of the two kinds of weights would be so obscured as to make

them inapplicable.

I. et.
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One way of assuring the desired independence is

to make each "relative importance" judgment under the assumption

that the two contingencies under consideration have just occurred,

and, hence, the judgment is definitely restricted to the question

of their relative importance.

In many cases the question of relative importance

may, in itself, be too complex to produce a realistically meaning-

ful judgment. In other words, when comparing two contingencies,

judgment on their relative importance may require simultaneous

consideration of too many factors of differing natures. It may

then be desirable to consider relative importance in terms of

more specific properties. But here again it is essential to

make certain that these judgments are independent in the sense

that only the property under consideration enters the process

of producing the judgment. The reason for splitting a judgment

problem into a number of independent judgments, each relating to

a single property, is to reduce the degree of complexity inherent

in the overall judgment, in the hope of thereby enhancing the

quality of the judgments.

The decision of when the splitting of a complex

judgment into its elementary parts will really simplify the

problem must be left to the experts charged with performing the

judgments. It appears imnossible to find a general rule for

the purpose, except for the special case where the complex

judgment would involve the cooperation of experts from different

fields. In that case, grouping the underlying properties accord-

ing to the fields of expertise may readily achieve a reduction

of the pr"oblem, since independence here is almost automatic.
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Examples of properties related to relative im-

portance of contingencies and grouped according to fields of

expertise are the economic, military, and political threats.

resulting from the inability to deal successfully with the con-

tingencies. Hence, these and similar partitions are likely to

bring better judgments.

The decision on how to partition the complex judg-

ment problem is better left to the various experts in the under-

lying fields. Assume, for illustration purposes, that the judg-

ments on relative importance have been made with respect to each

of the three areas: a) economic threat; b) military threat;

and c) political threat. Thus, three sets of judgments will have

been obtained. For instance, comparison of the two contingencies

A and B may have produced the following judgments: a) A and B

are equally important when comparing their economic threats;

b) A is twice as important as B, when comparing their military

threats; and c) B is twice as important as A, when comparing

their political threats. The mathematical procedure described

in Appendix 3 will then be used to transform each of the three

sets of judgments into three sets of numerical weights, one for

each property or type of threat in this case.

Now, judgments reflecting the relative importance

of each property will be made and transformed by the same mathe-

matical procedure into numerical weights. The numerical weights

of the properties and the numerical weights of the contingencies

with respect to each property are then combined to produce a

singl.e set of numerical weights for the contingencies. Thus,
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the end result is that to each individual contingency there is

associated a single numerical weight reflecting the combined

relative importance of economic, military and political threats,

and termed the relative importance of that contingency.

In practice, the judgment on relative importance

of contingencies will generally be divided into more than just

the three properties used here for illustrative purposes. But

the procedure will be the same, and the end result will be the

same; for each contingency a single weight reflecting its

relative importance.

Thus, what will have been achieved at this stage

is the assignment of two numerical values to each contingency,

one reflecting "probability of occurrence," the other reflecting
"relative importance." These two numerical values or weights

are then combined by assigning to each contingency the product

of the two values associated with that contingency, and subse-

quently normalizing this set of values.

b. Component Forces - :-'or each given contingency plan,

which defines the contingency and determines the force structure

to meet it, the weights (probability of occurrence and relative

importance) assigned to the contingency are also assigned to

the force structure as a whole. In case the various component

forces, making up the total force structure, contribute in

varying degrees to the success of the whole operation, it is

desirable to determine their relative essentiality. The pro-

cedure in this case is the same as that used to determine
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relative contingency essentiality. The judgments in this case

are made by experienced field commanders, and subsequently

transformed into numerical weights representing component force

essentiality by the procedure described in Appendix 3.

5. Allocation of War Reserve Funds

War reserves are required to resupply some combat force

structure engaged in a combat operation until wartime resupply

can be accomplished on a continuing basis. Several principal

factors must be known or assumed to determine the type and quantity

of war reserves required for any given force structure. The

factors are: 1) the plan for accomplishing the objective

of the combat mission or contingency; 2) the composition of

the force structure assigned to meet the contingency including

the type and number of component forces and the equipment re-

quired by each component force; 3) the type and number of items

within each component force which are essential to the successful

operation of the force structure in meeting the contingency;

4) the time required to establish wartime resupply; and 5) item

resupply requirements until wartime resupply is established.

Three methods have been described earlier in the report,

any one of which can be applied by military planners in determin-

ing the equipment requirements of the force struicture which must

be maintained until wartime resupply can be accomplished. The

methods are: 1) systems network analysis; 2) Min/Max equipment

requirements analysis; and 3) equal essentiality with balanced

equil-ment allowance. Once essential equipment requirements

have been established, a method for computing specific item war
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reserve requirements Js proposed in Appendix 4. If sufficient

funds are available to satisfy all war reserve requirements for

all. force structures and all contingencies, then the problem ends

here. However, this has not been the case in the past and is not

expected to be Lhe case in the future. Therefore, item war

res-rve requirements must be evaluated with respect to relative

essentialities of contingencies and forces in order to appro-

priately allocate available funds. A method for measuring

relative essentialities of contingencies and component forces

has been discussed and is described in detail in Appendix 3.

Application of this method will result in two sets of weights- -

one which represents the relative essentialities among contingen-

cies and tlGc other which represents the relative ess(ntialities

of component forces assigned to any given contingency.

The problem now is to integrate item war reserve re-

quirements with contingency essentiality weights and component

force essentiality weights to provide a basis for allocating

war reserve funds. This is accomplished in the following manner.

Suppose there are a number of distinct contingencies

Jl' j 2 ' "'Jk .. whose normalized essentiality weights are wI, W 2 ,

... wk respectivcly. There arc also a number of distinct force

structures F 1 , F2 , .. , any one of which can be assigned tom

meet a distinct contingency. Any distinct force structure F

assigned to a given contingeilcy is assigncd the same weight as

the continqencv. For instance, if force structure F is assigned

to contingency j2 1 then the essentiality weight for F1 is w2'
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If the same identical force structure F is assigned

.to a number of distinct con tinqlnT-e(S i ' J whose

normalized wei-qhts are wv .. w then the weight Z assigned

.to F is defined as:

Z = w + I + W

For instance, if force structure F is assigned to contingencies
1

Jl and j21 the ZI, the essentiality weight of FI, is equal to

S+ w 2•

If war reserve funds are to be allocated only to force

structures then the weight ZI Z ... Z would be dctermincd and2 2' m
normalized, and the funds allocatcd on the basis of the normalized

weighLs. However, each force structure F may have a number of

component forces fl, f2, ... f and each component force may have

a relative essentiality weight with respect to F. If f. is1

a component forcc of F, the weight iP). of f. is f.'s essentiality

to F, denoted by 0i, times the weight of F which is Z. Hence,

Si = Oi7,

If f. is assigncd to k distinct F's: F1IF 2 , 2 ... Fk

then

= Oil Z Oi2Z +... + Oik0 k

where 0 i1 = f.i's essentiality for F, 0i2 f fs c-sentiality

for F 2 , etc.

:/-
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Table 5 provides an illustration. Suppose there are

four different contingencies jl, j2, j 3 and j4 whose essentiality

weights are (.52), (.28), (.15), and (.05), respectively. Suppose

that there are five different component forces fit f 2 ' .. f 5

such that f and f2 are assigned to contingency j 1 ; f]. and f3

- to contingency j 2 ; f4 and f 5 to contingency j 3 ; and f1 and f5

to contingency j 4 The relative component force essentialities

with respect to each contingency are indicated in Table 5 by 0.

Following the method described above, the overall essentiality

weight.. for the component forces f ,! f2, "'f5 are (.441), (.208),

(.196), (.075), and (.080) respectively.

0 Method for Apportioning a Budget Cut

Now that component force essentiality weights and com-

ponent force war reserve requirements have been determined, a

method for allocating available funds will be described. This

method will address how to apportion a budget cut if funds are

not available to satisfy all war reserve requirements.

Assume the component forces are

fit f2, "'' f n;

their weights ]1''' Yi2 n ; and their war reserve :7e-

quirements cost c, c2, ... , c
1 2 n

such that c 1 + c 2 + ... + c = C.

Now, assume that the amount of available funds is

A where A <C; hence a budget ciut = C-A must be applied.
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TABLE 5

ILLUSTRATION OF METHOD FOR DETERMINING OVERALL
ESSENTIALITY WEIGHTS FOR FIVE DIFFERENT COMPONENT

FORCES ASSIGNED TO FOUR DIFFERENT CONTINGENCIES

Relative
F I Contingencies .... Essentiality[ 1 J3 J4 Weight of

Component
Component (w (w (W Force for all
Forces 1 1 2 2 3' '3) (4) Nw4) Contingencies (i)

f (.6) (.52) (.3) (.28) (.9) (.05) .441

S2 (.4) (.52) .208

f 3 (.7) (.28) .196

f4 (.5) (.15) .075

f (.5) (.15) (.1) (.05 .080
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Since all war reserve requirements have been determined

on the basis of being equally essential to the success of the

operation, it can be assumed that a cut in c1 by X/o of c1 and

in c 2 by X/o of c2 " ... etc., will cause a loss of o!% in the

effectiveness of fl ofa 2.,% in the effectiveness of f2, ... etc.

It is reasonable to assume that theal are all equal,

(i.e., Ot 1 =Cfor all i) and that, for a cut of p% in each c.1
the loss in effectiveness will be adequately approximated by

pa% for each f..

Since the f. have been weighted with respect to their

role in the overall security requirements, it is clear that the

budget cut should be applied in such a way that the weighted

loss in relative effectiveness is the same for each f.
I

Thus, if we cut c. by pi%, we want the products

Wl'4' 1a 1 'P2a~p2 ' -".dINaPN

all to be equal, and hence the products

qj p . ..p ' ' ' P

all to be equal, say fiPi = X for all i.

Thus we have

(1) Plc 1 + p2C2 + ... + Pncn = C-A (2) iPi

Substituting pi in (1), we obtain

c. = C-A

or c. C
),1
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hence, C.1 (C-A) / cOi

and Pi= k
'pi

C.I

Thus, Pi c . c C (c-A) 'i

which determines the cut p.c. for each i. In other words, the

cut C-A is apportioned to the various (f.-budgets) c. according
11to the weights C.,, and this is done simply by normalizing

'pi

these weights to obtain the new, normalized weights

C.
1Wi

r. -"

S1 C.

and then obtain the cuts for the individual c.:
1

r 1 (C-A), r 2 (C-A), ... , rn (C-A)

-'n



III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMFNDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

In the previous section of the report many conclusions

have been drawn in describing the present situation, major

problem areas and alternative solutions. Without repeating

all of the findings and analyses previously discussed, the

major conclusions are presented below, as concisely as possible

under four general areas.

0 Selection Criteria

1. The war reserve selection criteria presently

contained in DoD Directive 3005.5 cannot be

significantly improved by more definitive

criteria of a qualitative nature.

The present selection criteria, particularly the exclusion

type, provide a good first cut at screening out items which do

not warrant war reserve stockage. However, the criteria allow

many other items to be stocked as war reserves which would appear

to have marginal impact, at best, with regard to sustaining a

combat engagement until resupply can be accomplished. The present

criteria fail to screen out these items of marginal import prin-

cipally because the criteria address all items which are essential

or are required for operational effectiveness of forces, weapons

and equipment, and the logistics support system. Under certain

circumstances, almost any item can be shown to have some degree

80
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of essentiality or to make some contribution to the operational

effectiveness of the unit in which the item is used. Any

selection criteria of a qualitative nature must allow for item

essentiality judgments. Therefore, a more definitive criteria

of a qualitative nature would also have to allow for item essenti-

ality judgmcnts and, hence, would do litLle to improve the present

selection process. Some means is required for determining dif-

ferent degrees of item essentiality and item contribution to

operational effectiveness.

Some minor improvements could be made, however, to present

selection criteria of a quantitative nature. For instance,

short shelf life could be defined as a specific period of time.

In addition, at least 90-100 FSC classes could be specifically

excluded from war reserve stockage.

0 Computational Methods

2. The most significant imorovements in the

selection of war reserve materiel can be

achieved by establishing uniform policies

and consistent methods for computinq war

reserve requirements.

Current OSD guidance regardlng war reserve selection criteria

needs to be supplemented by policies which: a) provide a uniform

definition of war reserve materiel; b) establish consistent methods

for computing requirements; and c) affect the allocation of

available funds for satisfying requirements.
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*The war reserve definitions contained in JCS Publication

Number 1 should provide the basis for policies and methods for

computing war reserve requirements. However, certain policies

need to be established to clarify war reserve categories,

computational requirements for prepositioned and general mobiliza-

tion war reserves, and cost/effectiveness trade-off requirements.

Such policies are proposed in this Chapter of the report under

"Recommendations."

Improved policies regarding computational requirements will

provide a more pertinent range and depth of war re..erve materiel

than can be achieved by further selection criteria of a qualita-

tive nature. For instance, establishing a policy which precludes

stocking materiel as general mobilization reserves when the value

of the computed requirements is less than $5,000 is a more

effective way of screening out materiel which is likely to be

available when required, than to try to develop more definitive

criteria for commercially available items.

The selection of $5,000 as a minimum requirement for stock-

ing general mobilization reserves is arbitrary, but it does

seem to represent a conservative figure, provided the item has

some peacetime demand. If the item has a peaceLime demand, then

production sources are available, and little risk is involved in

procuring such a small amount of materiel during a normal D-P

time of six months.

Any item that requires a general mobilization reserve in

excess of $5,000 should be subjecteG to trade-off analyses for
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a) different D-P time periods at corrrsponding procurement costs,

and b) appropriate ,.ix of end items aid repair parts if the item

in question is a repair part. Here again the $5,000 figure is

arbitrary, but provides a reasonable minimum above which such

trade-offs should be considered.

0 Measurements of Item Essentiality

3. Quantitative measurements of item essentiality

are required to assure cost/effective logistics

support for military engagements and to provide

a basis for appropriate allocation of funds.

4. Meaningful measurements of item essentiality must

be based on three principal elements: a) an

appropriate quantitative balance of items within

a force which function togethor to meet a given

contingency; b) the relative essentiality of

contingencies considered; and c) the relative

essentiality of forces used to meet the con-

tingencies.

Military items of equipment contribute in different ways

and to different degrees to the success of a mission depending

on a variety of factors. These factors include such things as

the nature of the item, itself, and its relative function with

other items, the geographical location of the using unit, the

tactics employed by the unit commander, and the strength and

tactics employed by the opposing force. All of these factors

are considered in structuring combat forces, determining the
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type and quantity of equipment required, and in developing

operational plans to perform general combat missions or meet

specific contingencies. The equipment required for each force,

the forces committed to each contingency, and the contingency

plans are all based on the best judgments of experienced

military planners and commanders. Such judgments represent the

best source of information for developing measurements of item,

contingency, and force essentiality. Three methods for examining

item essentiality and subsequently developing quantified measure-

ments are presented in this report. One method for developing

contingency and force essentiality measurements is presented in

the report. Each method depends on quantification of the judg-

ments of experienced military planners and commanders, and all

four should be tested, compared against each other, and evaluated

for future use.

S Potential Benefits

5. Uniform policies and consistent methods for com-

puting war reserve requirements and the development

of quantitative measurements of item essentiality

will provide the military services with an in-

valuable tool for planning cost/effective

-logistics support to meet potential militarv

engagements.

It is estimated that there are over $13 billion of war

reserve materiel in the Department of Defense Supply System

inventory. Providing the right mix of equipment and component
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parts can have a profound effect on the ability to successfully

sustain a major military engagement during the initial months

of the conflict. The benefits derived from having the right

equipment in the right quantit-ies are immeasurable. Quanti-

tative measurements of item essentiality can aid the military

services in planning the most appropriate mix of war reserve

materiel, and also provide a basis for improving tactical unit

readiness measurements.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

Two principal recommendations a.-.e made. The first contains

fourteen supplementary policies and methods for computing war

reserve requirements within and among the military services.

The first recommendation provides a short-range solution to

the problems described in the report. The second recommenda-

tion provides a longer-range solution and addresses the

development of qua.,titative measurements of item, contingency,

and component force essentiality.

Short-Range Solutioi,

It is recommended that DoD Directive 3005.5 be

revised to include the following supplementary policies

regarding the selecLion of war reserve materiel, the computa-

tion of war reserve materiel requirements, and the allocation

of funds to procure war reserve materiel. It is recommended

that the selection criteria presently contained in DoD

I
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Directive 3005.5 be retained and applied as a first cut in the

selection process.

1. All materiel rcquiremonts laid on the supplv

system inventory at ally supDplv sum-port echelon

which are not based upon support of the approved

peacetime force at peacetime cons1•mption rates

will be desionated as cither prepositioned

war reserve or qeneral mobilization reserve

requirements.

2. Pre!positioned war reserve reuquirements will be

determined for specific operational projects or

continqgncy plans approved by JCS or the responsi-

ble military delozrtment. General mobilization

reserve reui Yements w-I.l be determined for

malor contingencies spLcified by OSD/JCS

scenarios.

3. All inventory stratifications of on-hand assets

not directly attributable to the support of the

a-)roved peacetime force structure will be identi-

fled as eithex a) preposJi-joned war reserves or

b) general mobilization reserves, or if the on-

hand assets exceed the requirements of both a

and b the remainder will be idoentified as

potential excess.
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4. Each specific operational project or contingency

plan which requires prepositioned war reserves

will identify the specific items, quantities and

value of the prepositioned war reserve materiel.

Each inventory manager will identify prepositioned

war reserves bv operational project or contingency.

5. The selection criteria contained in DoD Directive

3005.5 will be applicable to both prepositioned war

reserves and general mobilization war reserves.

6. General mobilization reserve requirements will be

computed for groups of interchangeable and sub-

stitutable items and one Federal Stock Number

in the qroup will be designated as preferred for

general mobilization reserves. Total requirements

for the group will be computed for the preferred
item and no requirements will be established for

the non-preferred items.

7. General mobilization reserve requirements for

a specific item or group of interchangeable items

which are computed to be less than $5,000 will

not be authorized for war reserve stockaqe.

8. General mobilization reserve requirements for

a specific item or group of interchangeable items

which exceed $5,000 will be subiected to an

analysis of different D-P time periods at corre-
sponding procurement costs.
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9. No war reserve requirement will be established

for an item which is used only for depot level

repair. Exceptions to this policy will be

allowed if the D-P time for the rcpair part is

greater than the normal peacetime depot repair

cycle for any of the end items supported by the

repai__part.

10. No war reserve requirement will be established

for an item which is used for repair of a specific

end item if the end item is ziso stocked as a war

reserve and the requirement for the repair part

exceeds $5,100, unless the mix of end item re-

quirements and repair part requirements is supported

by a cost/effectiveness analysis.

11. General mobilization reserves may be stocked

in an overseas theater or in the CONUS, or

both. The requirements for overseas t ,eaters

and for CONUS will be identified separately

but will not exceed the total qeneral mobiliza-

tion reserve requirement for a specific item or

group of interchangeable items.

12. Computations for all war rcserve requirements

at any support level will be based on the

followinq__onsiderations. (Proposed formulae

are provided in Appendix 4.)



o The number of units of a given item in the

combined force structure which are required

to be operationally available at D-Day to

meet a given contin-gency.

* The number of units of a given item in the

combined force structure which are required

to be operationally available at P-Day to

assure mission success for a given contingency.

0 The combined estimated combat attrition rate

and item failu:e rate during the D-P time

period.

0 The D-P time period for a given item.

* The organizational or field level repair

cycle time.

* The depot level repair cycle time.

• The elapsed time after D-Day until the

initial wartime procurements (i.e., pro-

curements placed on or after D-Day) have

been received and are operationally

available for use.

* The average wartime supply rate until P-Day.

* The estimated number of units of a given

item in the peacetime supply inventory on

D-Day which are in a ready for issue con-

dition including prepositioned war reserves.
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* The per cent of failed or damaged items which

can be repaired at organizational or field level.

• The per cent of failed or da.'aged items which

can be repaired at depot lev-...

13. When funds are insufficient to satisfy all pre-

positioned war reserve requirements, available funds

will be allocated among the items requiring war

reserves only after consideration has been given to:

a) the relative essentiality of the items; b) the

relative importance of the contingencies for which

the items are held; c) the relative probabilities of

contingency occurrence; and d) the relative importance

of the component forces which are planned to be used

to meet the contingencies.

14. When funds are insufficient to satisfy all general

mobilization reserve requirements, available funds

will be allocated among the items requiring war

reserves only after consideration, on a sampling

basis, for item essentiality, mission essentiality,

and component force essentiality.

Long-Range Solution

It is recommended that OASD(I&L) initiate an in-depth

study, with cooperation by the military services, ýo further

develop, test, and evaluate the methods described in this report

for establishing quantitative measurements of item essentiaiity,
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contingency essentiality and component force essentiality. It

is recommended that the three methoes described for examining

item essentiality, namely a) the systems network analysis,

b) Min/Max equipment requirements analysis and c) the balanced

equipment allowance av'.alysis, be included in the in-depth study;

an,, that each method be coupled with measurements of contingency

and component force essentiality.

t,

,-4
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 93
Washington, D. C.

Installations and Logistics DATE: 3 JUL 1971

TASK ORDER SD-271-160
(Task 72-4)

I. Pursuant to Articles I and III of the Department of Defense
Contract No. SD-271 with the Logistics Management Institute, the
Institute is requested to undertake the following task:

A. TITLE: Identification of War Reserve Stock

B. SCOPE OF WORK: The purpose of this task is to
develop more definitive criteria to apply in identifying war reserve
stock, and to develop recommended DoD policies which prescribe
requirements for using such criteria. The criteria developed should
be sufficiently definitive to: a) provide a basis for identifying war
reserve items and stock uniformly among the military departments;
and b) allow for an effective and balanced allocation of war reserve
funds among the military departments and various commodities
within the military departments.

In performing this task LMI will accomplish the
following:

1. Identify current methods used by the military
departments in determining items and range of war reserve
stock.

2. Identify major problem areas resulting from
the use of current policies and methods for identifying war
reserve stock, and develop recommended short term and
long range solutions.

3. Develop and analyze alternative methods and
criteria for idcntifying war reserve items and stock and
recommend the most appropriate criteria to apply.



2. SCHEDULE: A final report will be submitted by 94
31 March 1972.

ACCEPTED

DATE 02 R 7/
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APPENDIX 2 9G
"CLASSES ELIMINATED BY FLEET MATERIAL SUPPORT OFFICE

DURING GENERAL MOBILIZATION RESERVE COMPUTATIONS

FSC DESCRIPTION IMM

3550 Vending and Coin Operated Machines GSA

3610 Printing, Duplicating and Bookbinding Equipment DGSC
3611 Industrial Marking Machines DIPEC
3620 Rubber and Plastics Working Machinery DIPEC
3635 Crystal and Glass Industries Machinery DIPEC
3650 Chemical and Pharmaceutical Products DIPEC

i1nufacturing Machinery
3655 Gas Generating and Dispensing Systems, DGSC

Fixed or Mobile
3660 Industrial Size Reduction Machinery DIPEC
3680 Foundry Machinery, Related Equipmeni" DIPEC

and Supplies
3685 Specialized Metal Container Manufacturing DIPEC

Machinery and Related Equipment
3693 Industrial Assembly Machines DIPEC
3694 Clean Work Stations, Controlled Environment, DIPEC

and Related Equipment
3695 Miscel!pneous Special Industry Machinery DIPEC

3710 Soil Preparation Equipment DCSC
3720 Harvesting Equipment DCSC
3740 Pest, Disease, and Frost Control Equipment DCSC
3750 Gardening Implements and Tools GSA
3770 Saddlery, Harness, Whips, and Related DCSC

Animal Furnishings

4120 Self-Contained Air Conditioning Units DGSC
and Accessories

5410 Prefabricated and Portable Buildings DCSC
5420 Bridges, Fixed and Floating DCSC
5430 Storage Tanks DCSC
5440 Scaffolding Equipment and Concrete Forms DCSC
5450 Miscellaneous Prefabricated Structures DCSC

A 1
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Appendix 2 (cont'd)
Page Two

FSC DESCRIPTION IMM

S5610 Mineral Construction Materials, Bulk GSA

6635 Physical Properties Testing Equipment DGSC
6655 Geophysical and Astronomical Instruments DGSC

6820 Dyes DGSC

7105 Household Furniture GSA
7110 Office Furniture GSA
7125 Cabinets, Lockers, Bins and Shelving GSA
7195 Miscellaneous Furniture and Fixtures GSA

7210 Household Furnishings DPSC
7220 Floor Coverings GSA
7230 Draperies, Awnings, and Shades GSA
7240 Household and Commercial Utility Containers GSA
7290 Miscellaneous Household and Commercial GSA

Furnishings and Appliances

7420 Accounting and Calculating Machines GSA
7430 Typewriters and Office Type Composing Machines GSA
7460 Visible Record Equipment GSA
7490 Miscellaneous Office Machines GSA

7610 Books and Pamphlets DGSC
7660 Sheet and Book Music DGSC
7690 Miscellaneous Printed Matter DGSC

7710 Musical Instruments GSA
7720 Musical Instrument Parts and Accessories GSA
7730 Phonographs, Radios, and Television Sets: GSA

Home Type
7740 Phonograph Records GSA

7810 Athletic and Sporting Equipment GSA
7820 Games, Toys, and Wheeled Goods GSA
7830 Recreational and Gymnastic Equipment GSA

7910 Floor Polishers and Vacuum Cleaners GSA

7
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Page Three

FSC DESCRIPTION IMM

8310 Yarn and Thread DPSC
8315 Notions and Apparel Findings (exclusive of DPSC

procurement of coated cloth tape used
in repair of lighter than air envelopes)

8320 Padding and Stuffing Materials DPSC
8325 Fur Materials DPSC
8330 Leather DPSC
8335 Shoe Findings and Soling Materials DPSC

8410 Outerwear, Women's DPSC
8425 Underwear and Nightwear, Women's DPSC
8435 Footwear, Women's DPSC
8445 Hosiery, Handwear, and Clothing Accessories DPSC

Women's
8450 Children's and Infants' Apparel and Accessories DPSC
8460 Luggage DPSC

8510 Perfumes, Toilet Preparations and Powders GSA
8520 Toilet Soap, Shaving Preparations and Dentifrices GSA
8530 Personal Toiletry Articles GSA
8540 Toiletry Paper Products GSA

8710 Forage and Feed GSA
8720 Fertilizers GSA
8730 Seeds and Nursery Stock GSA

8975 Tobacco Products DPSC

9110 Fuels, Solids DGSC
9130 Liquid Propellants and Fuels, Petroleum Base DGSC
9135 Liquid Propellant Fuels and Oxidizers, Chemical DGSC

Base
9140 Fuel Oils DGSC

9340 Glass Fabricated Materials DGSC
9350 Refractories and Fire Surfacing Materials DGSC
9390 Miscellaneous Fabricated Nonmetallic Materials DGSC
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Page Four

FSC DESCRIPTION 1MM

9545 Plate, Sheet, Strip, Foil, and Wire: DISC
Precious Metal

9905 Signs, Advertising Displays, and Identification GSA
Plates

9910 Jewelry GSA
9915 Collectors' Items GSA
9920 Smokers' Articles and Matches GSA
9925 Ecclesiastical Equipment, Furnishings, and DGSC

Supplies
9930 Memorials; Cemeterial and Mortuary Equipment DGSC

and Supplies
9999 Miscellaneous Items DGSC

4 L
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APPENDIX 3

MATHEMATICAL METHOD FOR QUANTIFYING ESSENTIALITY JUDGMENTS

4I

This Appendix describes the method for quantifying measure-

ments of contingency and component force essentiality referred

to in Section C.4 of the report. Since the method is the same

for either contingencies or component forces, contingencies

will be addressed to describe the method for both. The method

is generally applicable to problems where a set of distinct

entities (contingency essentiality judgments) are provided and

it is necessary to assign to each individual ent~ty a numerical

weight that will represent the entity's relative "essentiality,"

"significance" or "importar .e." It is assumed that it is not

possible to ubtain these E.Jmerical weights through direct

physical measurements; it is possible,, however, to obtain

comparative judgments on Pairs of entities-based on cumulative

experience in dealing with these or similar entities (on the

operating, planning, or decision making level) and containing

sufficient information to permit quantification.

To present the concept of the method, Section A of this

Appendix will provide a detailed description of the basic method

in terms of the "likelihood of occurrence" of "contingencies,"

in parallel with pages 67 - 69 of Chapter II, Section C.4

of the report. Section B of this Appendix will then describe

how the basic method is applied to "relative importance" of

"contingencies;" and how "likelihood of occurrence" and "relative

importance" weights are combined into a single weight represent-

ing the relative essentialities of contingencies.

1
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A. Relative Likelihood of Occurrence

Section A of this Appendix is presented in six sub-sections

as follows:

1. Introduction

2. The Matrix of Quantified Judgments

3. Dependence on Mathematical Formulation

4. Steps toward Mathematical Formulation

5. Mathematical Formulation

6. Computational Procedure

Sub-section 4. contains three steps, numbered 1 through 3;

sub-section 6 contains 5 steps, numbered 1 through 5. Principal

mathematical statements or equations are identified at the left

hand margin by parenthetical numbers beginning with (0).

1. Introduction

Assume n contingencies are being considered by a group

of appropriate military experts. The group's objective is:

a) to provide judgments on relative likelihood of

contingencies;

b) to insure that the judgments in a) contain (explic-

itly or implicitly) quantitative elements to an

extent that permits quantitative interpretation of

each judgment in the set that connects all con-

tingencies.

Part b) o': L;e group's objective will require appropriate technical

assistance. The objective in this Appendix is:
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c) to describe a method for deriving, from the

group's quantified judgments (i.e., from the

relative values associated with pairs of con-

tingencies) a set of weights to be associated with

individual contingencies; these weights should

reflect the group's quantified judgments (in a

sense to be defined in sub--section 4) and

facilitate their use.

The choice of designation "weights" should emphasize that these

numbers bear meaning only in the relative sense, i.e., through

their ratios. Bearing this in mind, the set of weights is

precisely as good, or as bad, an estimate of the Aituation as

the judgments in a) and b), together (i.e., the judgments pro-

vided by the group in a) and any additional judgments by the

group and its technical assistants entering, directly or in-

directly, in the process of insuring and achieving quantitative

interpretation). The method in c) is purely mathematical; it

neither adds nor deletes any information. But what it achieves

is putting the information resulting from a) and b) into usable

form.

2. The Matrix of Quantified Judgmeni-s

Let CI, C2 , ... , Cri be the set of contingencies. The

quantified judgments on pairs of contingencies Ci, C are-1 J
represented by an n-by-n matrix

B (b ij), (i,j=l,2, ... n),

L
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whose entries b.i are defined by the following entry rules:

Rule 1. If C. is judged to be k times as likely as C.

then b.. = k, b..
13 j k

Rule 2. If C. is judged to be just as likely as C., then

bij = 1, b.. = 1; in particular b. = 1 for all i

Rule 3. If C is beyond quantifiable comparison with C.,

then b.. = 0 = b.e (to indicate "no quantifiable
13 ji

Judgment available")

Thus, if say b 3 5 = 2, this signifies that the c antified judgment

on pairs C3 ,C5 has been that C3 is 2 times r likely as C5 .

3. Dependence on Mathematical Formulation

" Having recorded the quantified judgments on pairs (CI,Cj)
"as numerical entries b.. in the matrix B, the problem now is to
assign to the n contingencies CiC 2 , ... C a set of numericaln
w'i*hts WiW ... ,W that would "reflect the recorded judgments."

In order to do so, the vaguely formulated problem must
first be transformed into a precise methematical orne. This
obviously necessary, and apparently harmless step is the most
crucial one in any problem that requires the representation of
a real-life situation in terms of abstract mathematical structure.
It is particularly crucial in the present problem where the
representation involves a number of transitions that are not

....,Ns . s
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immediately discerni`ble. It appears, therefore, desirable

in the present problem to identify the major steps in the process

of representation and to make each step as explicit as possible,

in order to enable the potential user to form his own judgment

on the meaninq and value of the method in relation to his problem

and his objective.

4. Steps Toward Mathematical Formulation

It is convenient to first get a simple question out of

the way. The matrix B of quantified ju(igments b.. (as defined

in sub-section 2) may have many, or onal- few, non-zero entries.

The question arises: how many non-zero entries (i.e., how many

quantifiable judgments) are necessary in order to insure the

:.xistence of a set of weights that is meaningful in the context

of the problem? The obvious answer is: it is necessary that

chere be a set of non-zero entries that interconnects all

contingencies in the sense that for every two indices, i,j,

there should be some chain of non-zero entries connecting i

with j:

(0) b.ii, bii 2, b.i , ... , b. k)

(when b ij.0, bi": itself is such a chain - of length 1). This

gives precise content to the formulation in b) of sub-section 1.

The major question is the one concerned with the meaning

of the vaguely formulated condition in c) of sub-section 1: ...

"these weights should reflect the group's quantified judgments."

"/
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This presents the problem of describing, in precise, arithmetic

terms, how the weights W. should relate to the judgments b.'., or,

in other words, the problem of specifying the conditicns we

wish to impose in the weights we are seeking in relation to the

judgments obtained. The desired description shall now be de-

veloped in 3 steps, proceeding from the simplest special case to

the general one.

Step 1. Assume first that the "judgments" are merely the

result of precise physical measurements. Say the judges are

given a set of pebbles, C!,C 2 1 ... ,Cn and a precision scale. To

compare C1 with C2 , they put C1 on the scale and read off its

weight, say W1 = 305 grams. They weigh C2 and find W2 = 244

grams. They divide W1 by W2, which is 1.25. They pronounce

their judgment, "C1 is 1.25 times as heavy as C2" and record

it as b12 = 1.25. Thus, in this ideal case of exact measure-

ments the relations between the weights W1 and the judgments

131bi. are simply stated by:

(1) W1 = b.. (for i,j = 1,2,...,n)
W,. •

3

However, it would be unrealistic to require these relations to

hold in the general case. Imposing these stringent relations

would, in most practical cases, make the problem of finding the

W1 (when bij are given) insolvable. First, because even physical

measurements are never exact in a mathematical sense, and hence,

allowance must be made for statistical deviations; second, be-

cause in human judgments these deviations are considc rably

larger.
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Step 2. In order to see how to make allowance for statis-

tical deviations, consider the ith row in the matrix B. The

entries in that row are:

bi bi b ,b.Sii, i2, "' ij''' in

In the ideal (exact) case these values are the same as the ratios

W. W. W. W.

w W w. w
1 2 3 n

Hence, in the ideal case, if we multiply the first entry in that

row by Wi, the second entry by W2 , and so on, we would obtain

Sw. WtWi . W. =WW WW W._i wI= will 172 = w .. 'w.=w

W2 3

W.
-: W n

n

That is, a row of identical entries

Wi, W i,''',Wi,

Whereas in the general case we would obtain a row of entries

that represent a statistical scattering of values around W.1
It appears therefore reasonable to require that W. should equal

1
the mean of these values. Consequently, instead of the ideal

case relations (1), which can also be written in the form

(1') W. = b..W. (i,j=l,2,...n)
1 13 3

the more realistic relations for ti• general case take the form:

for each fixed i,

W. the mann of b ilWi bi 2W2 ... ,b. W1 i1 1 22 n n
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More explicitly, and allowing fox the possibility of some b. .=0ij

due to absence of quantifiable judgment, this relation reads:

(2) .WI_- i1 3= bi.j.' (i1i,2,...,n)
(2 )1 

)
1 i E 1 13

Where r. = the number of non-zero entries in the ith row of B,i

i.e., the number of non-zero terms in the summation.

While it is clear that the relations in (2) represent a

substantial relaxation of the more stringent relations in (1),

there still remains the question: is the relaxation sufficient

to assure the existence of solutions; that is, to assure that

the problem of finding the weights W. when the b.i. are given isii i

"a solvable one.

Step 3. To seek the answer to the above essentially mathe-

matical question, it is necessary to express the relations

(2) in still another, more familiar form. For this purpose
th

divide each entry in the i row of B by ri (r.=the number ofth 1

non-zeros entries in the i row). Having done this for each i,

call the new matrix so obtained: A = (aij). Thus, A is the

matrix defined by

(3) A.. 1 b... (i,j=1,2,...,n)
13 ri r 3

Further, denote by W the column vector (the weight vector)

W ( ..

Then the relations in (2) take the form

(4) AW = W
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This means: given the matrix A, the weight vector W should be

such that it is a fixed point under A (if A is viewed as linear

transformation on euclidean n-space); and our question ncw reads:

given the matrix A, does there always exist a weight vector W

(that is, a vector with positive coordinates) satisfying relation

(4); or, in other words: does equation (4) always have a solution

W with positive coordinates?

The formulation (4) shows that our question belongs to the

spectral theory of linear transformations, where the answer is

provided by a theorem of Frobenius. (For reference see Note at

the end of this Appendix). The theorem states:

If A is an irreducible matrix with non-negative entries,

then the equation

AW=•W

subject to \ 70, W 70

always has a unique solution, in the sense that

the eigenvalue X is unique and the eigenvector

W is unique up to scalar multiples.

Here, "irreducible" is just a short term for the requirement that

the non-zero entries in A (and hence also in B) should inter-

connect all indices, as has been formulated as condition (0);

W >0 means that all coordinates of W should be positive.

Comparison of the theorem with our condition (4), which can

also be written as AW = 1W, immediately shows that the answer to
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our question is negative: from the theorem that AW = A W always

has a unique solution (with X >0, W>0) it follows that AW = 1W

cannot always have a solution (with W>0); namely; whenever the

unique solution to AW = A W has A 4 1, there is no solution to

AW = 1W.

Let us summarize the line of reasoning to this point. In

seeking a set of conditions to describe how the weight vector

W should relate to the quantified judgments, we first considered

the ideal (exact) case in step 1, which suggested the relations

(1). Next, realizing that the real case will require allowances

for statistical deviations, we provided for such allowances in

step 2, leading to the formulation (2) and the equivalent formula-

tion (4). Now, the Frobenius theorem tells us that our allowances

are still not realistic enough, that is, that (4) is still too

stringent to assure existence of a weight vector W that would

satisfy it.

5. Mathematical Formulation

The Frobenius theorem does give us more than just that

negative answer. It tellsus precisely what must >e done to

make the relations realistic enough so as to assure not only

the existence of a solution but also its uniqueness, and hence,

to achieve precisely what we are after. It tells us to replace

the too stringent relation by the weaker relation AW = W (W>0).

(5) AW = AW (k>0 W>0)

which represents the final formulation of the problem.
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It is worthwhile to discuss the meaning of this additional

relaxation implicit in (5). For this purpose, recall the first

two steps. The ideal case considered in step 1 lod to the con-

dition that, for each fixed i, the set of values

bilWl, bi2W2 b w

should all be equal to W. (whenever they are not zero). In the1

general real case considered in step 2, allowance for statistical

deviations led to the weaker condition that the mean of those

values should equal W.. Now relation (5) suggested by the theorem

amounts to the requirement that the mean of those values should

equal, not W., but rather some positive multiple of W,, whereby1' i

the multiplier A would be the same for all i. This means that

the additional relaxation amounts to admitting a uniform change

of scale in the quantified judgments. To see this, note that

(5) can also be written in the form

(A) w=W (AoW>O),

which, compared with (4), merely replaces the matrix A by 1 A.A

This multiplication by i is precisely a change of scale forA
the entries in A and, hence, for the entries in B; it includes

the special case of no change, when A= 1; the scale is contracted

when Xk >1, and expanded when 4k <1.

A conclusion of practical i.mportance is the following. If,

after having obtained the solution X and W, the columns of the

matrix B are multiplied by the coordinates of W (the first column

by Wi, the second by W2 , etc.) a look at this new matrix--
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call it B*-and at the value of X will tell how close the judg-

ments have been to the ideal case, (i.e., how much precision they

contain). The closer the entries in each row are to the mean of

that row (i.e., the smaller the variance) and the closer ), is to 1,

the closer the judgments will have been to the ideal case and,

hence, the larger their precision.

6. Computational Procedure

The procedure for finding the solution to (5) is purely

mathematical and is briefly described in the following steps.

$tep 1. It must be made sure that in the matrix B of

quantified judgments that the set of non-zero entries connects

all indices in the sense of condition (0) in sub-section 4.

Step 2. Every row in B (that is, every entry in that row)

is then divided by the number of non-zero elements in that row,

thus, resulting in a matrix
b.

A = (Ai., A ..

where r. = the number of non-zero elements in the i row of B.

Step 3. Beginning with the column vector W =
0

(a column of n ones) the transformation A is applied to W

yielding a vector V1 , which is then normalized to sum=l, to yield

a vector WI, that is AW = V W1 = V1
sum of elements in V1

Step 4. Step 3 is repeated with W1 (that is AW1  V 2 ' V2 is

normalized to W2) then with W2 W3
22 3
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Step 5. The iteration is terminated when, for some integer m,

W =Wm rn-l.

W , now simply denoted by W, is the desired weights vector (i.e.,•[ m
the set of weights, andX= sum of the coordinates of V

m

B. Relative Importance

If the judgments are performed in one step through pair-wise

comparisons, the method is the same as in Section A provided the

word "likely" is replaced by the word "important."

If the judgments on relative importance are made with respect

to a number of independent properties, say the properties

(1) PI'P2'

(designating political, economic, military, etc. threat), the pro-

cedure, for each of the properties, is still the same as in Section

A. Just replace "likely" by "important with respect to property

Sand denote the resulting weight vector by qk instead of W.

Thus, application of the procedure for each of the N properties

will yield N weight vectors

1 2 N

(2) q ,q , ... q

Each of these vectors has n coordinates, representing weights

assigned to the n contingencies with respect to the specific

property. Hence, each contingency now has N weights assigned
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to it, one weight for each of the properties coi-i.dered° -n

order to obtain, for each contingency, a sir'cjie weight repTr..cnt-

ing the relative overall importance of that (:cnti.ngency, the n

weights must be combined into a single one. This .ieans that

the N weight vectors in (2) must be combined into v -ingle

weight vector.

To combine the N weight vectors of (2) into a single

relative importance weight vector, judgments must be obtained

on the relative importance of the properties in (1) - without

regard to individual contingencies. The procedure here is again

the same as described in Section A if: "likely" is replaced by "im-

portant;" n is replaced by N; C is replaced by q; W is replaced by t.

This will lead to a (normalized) weight vector

t = (tlt 2, ... , t N '

whose coordinates represent the relative importance of the N

properties.

Assuming that all N vectors in (2) have been normalized,

the desired single relative importance weight vector u for the

contingencies is then obtained by

(3) u = + t 2 q 2 + .... +

Considering now the two weight vectors assigned to the

contingencies - namely W, whose coordinates represent relative

likelihood of occurrence, :,nd u, whose coordinates represent

relative importance - they must be combined ito a single weight
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vector. This is done by taking the product of the two weights

for each contingency and normalizing the resulting vector. In

other words:

ifW=( 2 "1 ) and u 32
21 n

then the vector
I I

r = ( C• •I, 2 P2 *... ) (r ,r ., ... , )

is normalized (to sum=n, say) to yield the normalized vector

s =n .__ _ r = (sI, s2, ... , s
ssum of all r.

where S nr~___

sum of all r.
I

NOTE: The procedure in sub-sections 2-6 derives from a theorem

of Perron and Frobernius (see Gantmacher, the Theory of Matrices,

Vol. II, p. 53 and 63) and has been used for various purposes

(see C. Berge, The Theory of Graphs, Wiley 1962, pp. 135-138;

D. Gale and L. S. Shapley, College Admissions and the Stability

of Marriage, Am. Math. Monthly, Vol. 69, Jan. 1962, pp. 9-1.4).

Its extension fc, use to assign weights to properties is due to

T. L. Saaty. The version of the procedure presented here is a

..modification for increased ins. ght.
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APPENDIX 4

PROPOSEJD MATHEMATTCAL IPOPU4TJLA FOR UNTFORM
COMPUTAT1.ON 01' WARRESEPVE REQUIREMENTS

0 Prepositioned War Reserves

The number of units of a given item required for pre-

positioned war reserve stockage should be based on maintiining

a balanced force from the time the conflict begins (D-? y)

until wartime rep-upply can be accomplished (P-Day). The con-

tingency plan mnay call for an increase in the force structure

after the conflict begins so that we are concerned with provid-

ing a sufficient quantity of war reservcs to mcet the requirud

increase and also to replace the number of units lost from the

initial D-Day force. At some point, P-Day, the force structure

will have increased to its required size and wartime resupply wi 1l

have been established to maintain the P-Day force structure in

balance. During the period of D-P Day a certain quantity of war

reserve materiel will be required. It is this quantity that

we will compute.

For any given item, let:

N = The number of prepositioned war reserve units
required for the combined force structure to
successfully meet the jth contingency;

n 2 = the number of operational units required on
P-Day for the combined force structure to
successfully meet the jth contingency; and

nR = the number of operational units available on
P-Day from an initial D-Day force;

.. I
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so that

Eq. (1) N = n2 - nR

The number of operational units required on P-Day (n2

"will be stipulated as part of the contingency plan. The number

of operational units available on P-Day from an initial D-Day

force (nR) must be computed and will depend on three types of

deletions or additions to the initial D-Day force. These are:

1) the number of units lost due to battle attrition, failure

and wear out; 2) the number of lost units which can be re-

turned to the D-Day force by repair at organizational or field

levels; and 3) the number of new units which can be added to

the D-Day force through wartime resupply or wartime procurement.

1. Loss caused by battle attrition, failure an( wear out

Let n, = the number of operational units of a given
item available on D-Day in the combined force
structure;

= the estimated combined battle attrition rate,
failure rate and wear out rate during the D-P
time period expressed as a per cent of the
initial D-Day force (n1 ) per month; and

tI = the D-P time period for a given item in months.

Thus, the loss to the initial D-Day force can be expressed

as follows:
ti

fl-flay force loss n n]-n] (l-r])
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2. Replenishment via Repair

Let kf = the per cent of the units lost during the D-P
time period, caused by attrition failure and
wear out, that can be repaired at organizational
or field level and returned to the D-Day force
structure, and

tf = the organizational or field level repair cycle
time.

Thus,

Replenishment via Repair = kf n -(1-r1)

3. Replenishment via New Procurement or Resupply

When D-Day for a given contingency occurs, new procure-

ments or resupply actions are normally initiated to achieve

wartime resupply. At some point, P-Day, the resupply rate will

equal the wartime consumption rate. In the meantime, it is often

possible to provide some resupply to the combat operation, even

though the resupply rate is not sufficient to offset the wartime

consumption until P-Day. The quantity of units added to the D-Day

force through resupply until P-Day must be considered. In iost

cases, some period of time will elapse between D-Day and the time

resupply to the using force structure begins. Let us identify

this period of time as t e. Now, the number of units which can

be added to the D-Day force through resupply until P-Day can be

expressed as follows:

Replenishment via Resupply = r 2 (t 1 -te), where

S2= the average wartime supply rate for a given
item from te through tI.
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The number of operational units available on P-Day" (n R) from

an initial D-Day force (n ) is the sum of the initial D-Day force,

the replenishment via repair and the replenishment via resupply

less the D-Day force losses caused by attrition, failure and

wear out.

STusI

nR = nl(l-rl) + knI (-(l-rI) +r 2 (t-te)

Substituting the above expression for nR into equation (1),

the prepositioned war reserve requirements, for a given item

requirea by a specific component force to meet the jth contingency,

may be computed as follows:

ttf
N = tI (l-r1 ) +r2 (t -t e)-Npj = 2 -fl-I kf1

*General Mobilization Reserves

The mathematical equation for computing general mobiliza-

tion reserves can be formulated in the same way as the equation

for prepositioned war reserves. However, in the case of general

mobilization reserves, additional units of a given item can be

made available to the initial D-Day force in two ways:

1) replenishment via depot level repair; and 2) use of the

peacetime stock and the prepositioned war reserve stock.

Thus, the formula for computing the number of units of

a given item required for general mobilization reserves to meet

a major contingency (J), is as follows:
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NGJ n 2 - [nl(l-rl)tl + kfn1  -(l-rl)tlt)+kdnI (l(l-rlt-t

+ r 2 (tl-te) + n]s

where,

NGj the number of units of a given item required as

general mobilization reserves for the combined force

structure required to meet a major contingency (J).

nI the number of units of a given item in the combined
force structure required to meet a given contingency
which are operationally available at D-Day.

n2 = the number of units of a given item in the combined
force structure required to meet a given contingency

which are required to be operationally available at
P-Day to assure mission success.

r -= the combined estimated combat attrition rate and
item failure rate during the D-P time period
expressed as per cent of the D-Day force structure
(n 1 ) per month.

tI = the D-P time period for a given item in months.

tf = the organizational or _.ield level repair cycle time
in months.

td = the depot level repair cycle time in months.

t = the elapsed time in months after D-Day until the
e initial wartime procurements (i.e., procurements

placed on or after D-Day) have been received and
are operational available for use.
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r2 the average wartime supply rate in months from

te to ti.'

ns the estimated number of units of a given item in
the peacetime supply inventory on D-Day which are
in a ready for issue condition and the number of
units of prepositioned war reserves.

kf = the per cent of failed or damaged items which can
be repaired at organizational or field level.

k = the per cent of failed or damaged items which canbe repaired at depot level.

The data required to apply the proposed formulae for
computing prepositioned war reserve requirements and general

mobilization reserve requirements are presently available

within the military services, although at the present time the

National Inventory Control Points (NICPs) may not have ready
access to the data in the precise form indicated by the formulae.

In developing data inputs each NICP should strive to quantify

the data elements as realistically as possible under wartime

conditions. Certain data inputs should be refined and determined

only after trade-off analyses have been made. For instance,

the D-P time (t 1), the elapsed time from D-day until receipt

of wartime procurements (t e), and the average wartime supply

rate (r 2) should all be subjected to trade-off analysis. In

compiling these data (ti, te, and r 2 ) from current production

sources, trade-offs should be made between the different time

and rate factors and the acquisition costs of the war reserve

materiel. A method for examining trade-offs among different

D-P times is proposed in Chapter II, Section B.8 of this report.


